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ABSTRACT
The rapid evolution of the Internet over past decades has enabled the global
communication which has fundamentally changed our lives. As an outcome,
millions of users are constantly exchanging an enormous amount of informati-
on. Such a massive distribution of information and fast increase of traffic loads
have posed a considerable challenge to the functionality of the current Inter-
net. Furthermore, apart from increased communication demands and higher
loads of exchanged data, the users’ interests have significantly changed. Users
primarily focus on finding or sharing specific information, regardless of the
particular end host providing it. Thus, the current network architecture ap-
pears to be suboptimal, and perhaps even inflexible to follow the changes in
communication patterns.
In order to support the emerging user requirements, different overlay data
delivery structures have been proposed and implemented. Despite the percei-
ved simplicity of such overlay approaches there are many issues, e.g., efficient
resource allocation, which are considered to be suboptimal and not desirable
as an architectural solution for information exchange over the Internet. Thus,
it is believed that apart from overlay techniques additional powerful mecha-
nisms are still necessary for exploiting the network resources effectively.
This thesis identifies information-centric communication as a new concept
for efficient exploitation of network resources, solving the current Internet pro-
blems, and satisfying the emerging user demands. We carefully study the po-
tential of information-centric communication based on the numerous scenari-
os found in the literature and adopt the most promising solutions as the fra-
mework for building our work upon.
In this thesis we focus on developing the mechanism for native support
of information-centric communication at all networking layers. Having flexi-
bility as one of the most important requirements, we aim at building a set of
information-centric helper functions, each being responsible for a small porti-
on of network functionality. A joint operation of such helper functions leads to
significant improvement of network performance without increasing the com-
plexity of network operation.
We design, implement and carefully evaluate a variety of helper functions
entirely relying on information-centric concepts, carrying out the experiments
through both extensive simulations and real testbed environments. We parti-
cularly focus on helper functions for the control and management plane. We
design and build the modules responsible for topology discovery and crea-
tion, topology maintenance and mobility management, extending our helper
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functionality set with different ancillary mechanisms for optimization of data
transfer, such as network coding.
We demonstrate the advantage of our approach with respect to simplicity
and flexibility of the implementation, as well as the achieved resource utili-
zation and network performance improvements. Particular attention has been
paid to the extensibility and optimization of the proposed system of helper
functions. Furthermore, its native integration with the fine-grained lower le-
vel network operations has been investigated. Finally, we highlight the main
remaining challenges of our approach, such as deeper examination of scalabi-
lity issues and the potential of wide-scale deployment.
KURZFASSUNG
Die enorme Verbreitung des Internets ist Grundlage weltweiter Kommunika-
tion und hat unsere Lebensweise nachhaltig vera¨ndert. Millionen von Nut-
zern tauschen heutzutage enorme Datenmengen miteinander aus. Diese mas-
sive Verteilung von Informationen stellt eine besondere Herausforderung fu¨r
die zuku¨nftige Funktionsfa¨higkeit der Internetinfrastruktur dar: Jenseits des
wachsenden Anspruchs nach sta¨ndiger Verfu¨gbarkeit und hohen Datenraten
haben sich die Interessen der Nutzer maßgeblich gewandelt. Heutige Intern-
etnutzer konzentrieren sich zunehmend auf das Auffinden und Verteilen gew-
u¨nschter Informationen, ungeachtet der Frage auf welchem Netzwerkknoten
diese angeboten werden. Es la¨sst sich folgern, dass zur Befriedigung des gea¨n-
derten Kommunikationsverhalten seiner Nutzer die momentane Architektur
des Internets wenig geeignet, wenn nicht sogar ungeeignet ist.
Um sich den gewandelten Nutzeranforderungen anzupassen, wurden ver-
schiedene Overlaymechanismen zur Datenverteilung vorgeschlagen und im-
plementiert. Obwohl zuerst trivial erscheinend ist ein solcher Overlayansatz
mit vielen verschiedenen Problemen behaftet, wie z.B. dem der effizienten
Ressourcenallokation, welche als suboptimal und ungeeignet fu¨r den Infor-
mationsaustausch im Internet betrachtet wird. Der Overlayansatz kann daher
kaum als optimale Lo¨sung angesehen werden. Zusa¨tzlich zur Overlaystruktur
selbst scheinen weiterhin umfangreiche Maßnahmen no¨tig zu sein um Netz-
werkressourcen effizient nutzen zu ko¨nnen.
Diese Arbeit identifiziert informationszentrische Kommunikation als neu-
es Konzept fu¨r eine effiziente Nutzung von Netzwerkressourcen, welches die
gegenwa¨rtigen Probleme des Internets lo¨sen und zu¨ku¨nftige Nutzeranforde-
rungen besser befriedigen kann. Wir untersuchen in dieser Arbeit das Potenzi-
al der informationszentrischer Kommunikation anhand verschiedener Szena-
rien aus der einschla¨gigen Literatur und adaptieren die vielversprechendsten
Lo¨sungen als Plattform auf welcher wir unsere eigene Arbeit umsetzen.
Wir haben uns auf die Entwicklung von Mechanismen zur nativen Un-
terstu¨tzung von informationszentrischer Kommunikation in allen Netzwerk-
schichten konzentriert. Ein Hauptaugenmerk liegt dabei auf einer Flexibilisie-
rung der vorgeschlagenen Ansa¨tze, welche durch Entwicklung atomarer in-
formationszentrischer Hilfsfunktionen fu¨r die unterschiedlichen Aufgabenbe-
reiche in der Netzwerkfunktionalita¨t erreicht wird. Eine Verbindung solcher
Hilfsfunktionen fu¨hrt zu signifikanten Verbesserungen der Netzwerkleistung
ohne die Komplexita¨t des Netzwerkbetriebs zu erho¨hen.
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Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden eine Vielzahl von Hilfsfunktionen ent-
worfen, implementiert, und untersucht, wobei alle diese Funktionen ausschließ-
lich auf informationszentrischen Konzepten basieren. Umfangreiche Experi-
mente mittels Simulationen und innerhalb echter Testumgebungen wurden
durchgefu¨hrt. Wir konzentrieren uns hierbei insbesondere auf Funktionen in
der Management- und der Steuerebene. Zusatzmodule zur Topologieerken-
nung, -aufbau, und -verwaltung und zum Mobilita¨tsmanagement wurden ent-
wickelt um unsere Hilfsfunktionen um verschiedene zusa¨tzliche Mechanis-
men zur Optimierung des Datentransfers, wie zum Beispiel Netzwerkkodie-
rung, zu erweitern.
Wir demonstrieren den Vorteil unseres Ansatzes in Bezug auf seine Ein-
fachheit und die Flexibilita¨t der Implementierung, und zeigen die erreichbare
Netzwerkressourcenauslastung und -leistungsverbesserung. Ein besonderer
Schwerpunkt wurde hierbei auf Erweiterbarkeit und Optimierung des vorge-
schlagenen Hilfsfunktionensystems gelegt. Daru¨ber hinaus wurde die Mo¨g-
lichkeit einer nativen Integration in die detailreichen Aufgaben des Betriebs
von Netzwerken in den unteren Netzwerkschichten untersucht. Zum Abschluss
dieser Arbeit heben wir die verbleibenden Herausforderungen fu¨r unseren
Ansatz hervor, wie zum Beispiel eine umfassendere Untersuchung zu Skalie-
rungseigenschaften und das Potenzial fu¨r einen großfla¨chigen Einsatz.
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1INTRODUCTION
Over only a couple of decades the Internet has become a global network and
a critical part of developed countries infrastructure. Since its beginning the
Internet has been developing with an incredible speed, drastically modifying
our lives by facilitating global communication and business. Such a revolution
in managing the information has had a tremendous impact on all spheres of
our society, resulting even in the change of our habits and way of living. Today
the number of Internet users is exceeding 2 billion [1], interconnected through
thousands of autonomous systems [2]. Moreover, further significant growth of
the Internet size is expected, mainly thanks to the widespread deployment of
high-bandwidth links and proliferation of powerful mobile devices, e.g. lap-
tops and smartphones.
However, despite its openness and flexibility the Internet has faced a va-
riety of problems during its evolution. The new user requirements have posed
considerable challenges to the original Internet design. Due to the need of
fast adaptation to emerged requirements, a portion of the architectural pro-
blems were circumvented or remained only partially solved. Some of such
incomplete or incremental solutions have posed additional limitations on the
Internet growth and development of new applications and services [3].
1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MOTIVATION
The main guiding objective of the current Internet design was the end-to-end
principle. The model was intended mainly to serve host-to-host applications
supporting different extensions. The original Internet architecture was based
on coupling of host’s location in the network with its identity, unified in host’s
network address. According to such model, an arbitrary end host needs to
know the network address of the desired destination host in order to establish
a communication with it. The network was designed in a way to provide the
minimum requirements for allowing the communication between end hosts,
whereas the application specific functionality was provided using the intel-
ligence at the edge nodes [4]. In other words, the core network’s role is to
provide the best effort service in transferring the data from the source to the
destination.
Furthermore, the current Internet is firmly grounded on sender-oriented
way of communication, i.e. the network delivers the data to the destination
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specified by the sender. As an outcome of such design, the Internet’s core
functionality remained rather simple. On the other hand, this approach in-
troduced various problems by retaining a large space for user misbehavior,
leaving the receiver without direct control over the traffic flow. Additionally,
the users can have significantly different interests, some of which can even be
opposed to each other or even appear as hostile. Thus, the attacks targeted
to the specific end-point in the form of undesirable traffic, e.g, denial of ser-
vice attacks [5], are rather simple to achieve. The later need to provide user
readable (and memorizable) addresses, e.g. for web-browsing, has lead to the
situation where such names need to be mapped with end-addresses. However,
such mechanisms, although providing a solution, are generating new overlays
and security problems into the architecture.
Moreover, the original idea of the Internet as an interconnection of mainly
fixed computers has evolved over time. Today, the Internet represents a col-
lection of a large number of often mobile users. Such changes have introduced
numerous challenges in handling the mobility [6]. Particularly, the tight cou-
pling of identity and location has created a significant obstacle to the seamless
mobility support. The moving hosts change their position in the network and,
thus, their network addresses alter. Nevertheless, the host identity stays un-
modified. Under such circumstances the ongoing communication sessions fail,
since the underlying architecture delivers the data to the destination address
specified by the sender at the beginning of the session, assuming that the net-
work address did not change.
Therefore, the Internet Protocol (IP) is commonly identified as one of the
most problematic parts of Internet’s original design. There are multiple rea-
sons for such general attitude with respect to the IP. Due to the unexpectedly
fast growth of the number of Internet connected devices the address space of
first IP version (version 4) turned out to be insufficient. Therefore, assigning
a globally unique address to every individual network interface was not pos-
sible. This stimulated the work on enlarging available address space through
various mechanisms, such as introducing NAT (Network Address Translation)
mechanisms and design of a new IPv6 protocol. Nevertheless, the main pro-
blem of IP addressing is in its original design and usage. The IP addresses
imply not only the location of the user, but it serves as the user’s identity, as
well. This is the main reason that the native support of mobility and many
other mechanisms is hard to achieve and this problem has not been addressed
even with a new mechanisms to increase address space. Furthermore, with
the increase of the number of Internet users the routing scalability has become
a significant concern, since efficient handling of current number of users and
corresponding routing tables has turned into a challenging task.
Additionally, over the time user demands and behavior have changed radi-
cally. New Internet applications are not anymore well served by the end-point-
oriented communications paradigm. Due to the wide diffusion of information
throughout the network the new applications are expected to gather the data
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from the disperse set of sources and to deliver it to the users according to their
expressed interests. Instead of particularly targeting communications towards
desired hosts, users are often more interested in specifying the data objects
they are willing to retrieve, leading into content-centric communication [7, 8].
In order to satisfy users’ requirements the applications need to manage a large
number of data sources and handle wide variety of user demands that also
frequently change.
In general, as the Internet evolved over time, the user demands have chan-
ged beyond the initial assumptions. As an outcome, the underlying Internet
architecture no longer matches the current communication requirements, and
it very often fails to quickly and easily adapt to the emerging user needs.
1.2 SCOPE AND FOCUS OF THE THESIS
Internet’s vulnerability to unwanted data flow and tight connection between
address and location are one of the fundamental concerns of the existing mo-
del. Additionally, present user requirements incline more towards the interest
in data and not the data source itself. The increased number of services with
a major focus on information, e.g. WWW, P2P networks, and RSS feeds de-
monstrate the occurred shift in the user preferences and the use of network
resources.
This has stimulated research directed to modeling the Internet architecture
compliant with data-oriented, i.e. information-centric (ICN) concepts [9, 10, 11,
12]. Within such research scope the publish-subscribe communication model
[13] appears as one of the most promising mechanisms for supporting the idea
of data-oriented networking. It has been proposed as a powerful solution to
the problems of locating and retrieving the data. Due to its anonymous and
loosely coupled nature it facilitates the data transfer within the highly dyna-
mic, large-scale networks. Although the publish-subscribe concept is nearly
20 years old [14] it has attracted a significant attention only during the last
few years as a flexible communication paradigm supporting the data-oriented
principles.
The publish-subscribe communication model offers a number of advan-
tages. One of the most interesting properties of the publish-subscribe pattern
is that the explicit addressing between publishers and subscribers is not nee-
ded. Instead, the subscribers express their interest in receiving some particular
data, whereas the publisher announces its willingness to provide that infor-
mation. Such loose coupling between the communication ends allows easy
extensibility of the network, since the new users can simply join or leave the
network.
Additionally, the publish-subscribe communication is asynchronous, the-
refore the publishers and subscribers do not need to be available at the same
time, and there is no strict order in issuing publications and subscriptions to
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the same data. Even if the subscription is issued before the corresponding pu-
blication, the data will be automatically transfered after both communication
parties become available. Finally, the data transfer is not initiated before there
is a clear interest for participating expressed from both communication sides.
Such principles have been already utilized in numerous notification service
models [15, 16, 17, 18, 19].
However, a large scale deployment of publish-subscribe communication
model introduces certain concerns. Apart from existing doubts if the new ar-
chitecture will uphold the performance in some specific aspects, e.g. average
latency, major problem of applying such system in a clean slate fashion re-
mains expensive and doubtful for an entire Internet structure. Nevertheless,
most of the proposals are targeting redesign of just specific parts of the ar-
chitecture considered as the weakest points. On the other hand, various data
management techniques offer significant optimization services and improve
performance of publish-subscribe systems without introducing large additio-
nal costs, e.g. caching content locally or applying coding techniques.
In this thesis we focus on building a network model that fully utilizes the
publish-subscribe concept. It has been shown that the traditional publish-
subscribe systems designed as overlays of the present Internet suffer from a
number of issues, e.g. flexibility, scalability, etc. Therefore, we aim at mode-
ling the network where the publish-subscribe pattern is not only used on the
overlay level, but it is rather an inherent part of the fundamental architecture1.
In particular, our interest is focused on building the lower layer information-
centric network functionality as a set of independent processes, i.e. helper func-
tions, that interact with a common aim of facilitating the data transfer from
publishers to all interested subscribers.
In such a way the system is able to offer a high flexibility to the network
operations on all protocol layers, allowing them to accurately describe their
interest with powerful and expressive subscriptions. One of the biggest chal-
lenges of such an approach are implementation objectives, complexity, and
efficiency, which are examined and discussed in details throughout this thesis.
Furthermore, we aim at complete deployment of our architectural solutions in
order to gain practical experience on the quantitative performance in real net-
works. The acquired knowledge from the realistic experiments is fed back to
the design procedure for enhancing the proposed solution.
Due to the event-based and asynchronous character of constantly increa-
sing number of content-oriented applications, building them around publish-
subscribe pattern appears as natural approach. However, since the wider
deployment of publish-subscribe-related systems remains as one of the most
challenging tasks, we aim at addressing this issue with respect to our proposed
solution.
1This does not necessary exclude the possibility to support both a new publish-subscribe
architecture and the present day end-to-end packet oriented Internet concurrently.
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Therefore, we examine in details the deployment requirements for building
the publish-subscribe system especially focusing on designing and building
the set of so called lower level helper functions for publish-subscribe frame-
work. We investigate the impact of the helper functions to the overall system
performance, with respect to the deployment complexity and costs.
1.3 THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS
Based on the discussed problems of the Internet architecture and emerging
end-user changes we advocate the use of publish-subscribe, information-centric
model in order to optimize the network functionality through better utilization
of network resources. Furthermore, such approach appears to be more suitable
for emerging new user requirements, allowing more flexibility in retrieving the
desired content. Having a better insight on what has been transmitted over the
network, in addition to the information about the communication end-points,
the information-centric system is able to more efficiently use the network re-
sources and deliver the data packets. Moreover, the mobility support is easier
to achieve due to the split between the identity and the location of the network
hosts.
In this thesis we present the results of a detailed study on the publish-
subscribe helper functions on the lower layers of network protocol stack. Ins-
tead of applying the publish-subscribe paradigm on the application level for
data retrieval, as already implemented in many Internet services, we aim at
integrating such mechanisms directly into the control and management plane.
The work carried out throughout this thesis ranges from a general des-
cription and evaluation of the information-centric networking and publish-
subscribe communication model to a design, implementation and a deep exa-
mination of the various helper functionalities that facilitate the operation of the
information-centric network. Furthermore, we present and discuss all the is-
sues hidden behind the realization of such an information-centric architecture
with intrinsic support for a publish-subscribe model.
Aiming at a network-wide deployment of the information-centric concept
we discuss the scalability of our helper functions. Being strongly based on the
publish-subscribe model and due to the simplicity of their implementation,
our helper functions are applicable to the wide-scale network setup. Another
design objective that we have followed in developing our helper functions is
to simplify and optimize the network operation. The underlying network ar-
chitecture enables such approach by focusing on the desired data piece rather
than the end-hosts as consumers or providers of the data.
Our goal is to improve user experience while satisfying predetermined re-
quirements. We exploit the advantages of information-centric framework in
order to implement the lower level operations so that the overall network
flexibility increases. This way the network should become more responsive
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to changes in the user patterns, needs and requirements. Moreover, the net-
work is offloaded due to the better utilization of network resources.
Another important aspect of the envisioned helper functionality model is
the ease of its adoption in the overall information-centric network. Our aim is
to facilitate the integration of the proposed model by building a simple, easily
extensible and flexible solution. Due to its publish-subscribe basis our helper
functionality model represents the native match with any information-centric
network architecture, thus, the complexity of the integration and adaptation
process is minimized.
The set of helper functionalities that we deploy includes the novel module
for handling the topology formation and maintenance as well as the genera-
tion of the data delivery routes, i.e. topology manager helper function. Such
module is, as far as we are aware of, the first ever proposal and implementa-
tion of the topology control mechanism in information-centric networks, enti-
rely relying on publish-subscribe type of communication. The basic topology
management functionality is enriched with the range of additional helper mo-
dules responsible for optimization of the topology management operation, e.g.
by collecting the information about the current link properties, their values,
application requirements, etc.
Such helper functionality adds not only to the efficiency of the delivery
paths creation, but it optimizes the use of network resources, as well. In order
to better address the challenges posed by the mobility we develop the hel-
per functionality responsible for keeping the record of the nodes’ movement,
using it as an input for predicting the most likely future position of nodes. In
such a way the network becomes faster responsive to the sudden changes in
the topology by using the predicted information in order to facilitate the han-
dover procedure. Such helper function-assisted handover poses significantly
reduced burden to the system.
Another important helper functionality deployed in order to combat the
mobility problems is the network attachment functionality. We aim at seam-
less merging of the naming scheme together with the topology information ga-
thering and dissemination. In such a way the network attachment procedure
and the topology discovery are automatically followed by the collection and
distribution of the network knowledge. Due to the publish-subscribe nature of
the attachment procedure the mobility is intrinsically supported without the
need for implementing additional mechanisms for mobility handling. Finally,
we discuss the network coding potential as a information-centric helper func-
tionality. The detailed experiments show a certain benefit of using the network
coding under special circumstances.
Throughout our design of helper functions and the validation we demons-
trate the great potential of information-centric publish-subscribe model in hand-
ling the lower level network functionality. The proposed helper functions add
to the flexibility and the simplicity of the information-centric network without
imposing the burden to the system in terms of the delay and message ove-
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rhead. We show that the publish-subscribe model can be efficiently used not
only for the content retrieval, as already widely utilized in numerous appli-
cations, but even for the fine-grained network operations such as presented
within this thesis.
1.4 OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS STRUCTURE
In the following we give an outline of the content of this thesis. In Chapter 2
we discuss the background and related work in the area of information-centric
networks and publish-subscribe communication model. A high-level specifi-
cation of information-centric networking idea, as well as the state-of-the-art in
this field will be presented. A more specific description of publish-subscribe
communication model is outlined in Chapter 3. A special focus has been de-
voted to the publish-subscribe model in wireless environment. The mobility
issues under such circumstances are addressed, as well.
In Chapter 4 we propose a novel model for information-centric intra-do-
main topology manager entirely relying on publish-subscribe type of commu-
nication. We present the design and implementation of our solution followed
by the thorough evaluation of its performance. An extension of the original
topology management design, especially adopted to dynamic networks is dis-
cussed in Chapter 5. We present the set of mobility prediction helper functions
which serve as an optimization mechanism for improving the topology ma-
nagement functionality. The detailed analyses of the proposed solution, along
with the evaluation through a simulation study is also given.
Chapter 6 presents our original design of the network attachment and the
topology discovery model, followed by the implementation description. The
validation results obtained from testbed experiments are given as the illustra-
tion of the model behavior in real networks. In Chapter 7 we give an overview
of the network coding helper functions in information-centric networks. We
especially focus on two types of network coding approach and analyze their
performance in simulation environment. Finally, we conclude the thesis in the
Chapter 8, giving the brief outline of our planned future work and research
directions.

2BACKGROUND
In this chapter we provide an overview of the original design of current In-
ternet with the focus on the control and management plane. Furthermore, we
present the main concepts of the content-centric networking. We address the
common approach of distinguishing between the identifier and the location,
widely adopted by many information-centric architectures. Such a design na-
tively incorporates the solutions for many mobility and security related pro-
blems. Moreover, we provide the state-of-the-art analysis on the new Internet
architectures, based on the information-centric concepts. Finally, we give an
overview of the most relevant new Internet architectures on which we based a
large part of our experimentation work.
2.1 EVOLUTION OF ORIGINAL INTERNET ARCHITECTURE
The origins of the Internet are closely related to the development of the packet
switched network ARPANET in the late 1960s [20, 21]. The design of such
a network was initiated by the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency
(DARPA) which was the part of the US Department of Defense. Initially, the
main idea of the ARPANET was the interconnection between different existing
networks [22]. Evolution of such a network has resulted in the Internet today
having over 5 billion connected devices. Based on the predictions the number
of Internet connected devices will grow to 15 billion by 2015 [23].
Originally, the Internet was designed according to the end-to-end principle.
Such a communication model is well suited for the file transfer type of appli-
cations where the traffic flows between the pair of hosts. The most commonly
used protocol stack in such architecture, TCP/IP protocol suite [24], has the
internetworking layer as a central part of the architecture. The main role of
the internetworking layer and its Internet Protocol (IP) [25] is to ensure the
global addressing and routability, thus, enabling the communication between
arbitrary pair of hosts irrespective of their placement in Internet or the do-
main they belong. The IP protocol design offered the simple name space of IP
addresses that, apart from the identity, denoted also the location of the host.
This dual-purpose of IP addressing was not seen as a problem at the time of
its development. In the original architecture, we somewhat also overlaid both
network address and host address (naming) into the same identifier field.
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Surprisingly, the core design of the internetworking layer remained nearly
unchanged over a long time: IP has kept its original structure unchanged for
over a couple of decades. However, the Internet architecture has been evolving
constantly, mainly due to the scaling requirements. The growing Internet in-
troduced the hierarchical organization of the architecture as the most suitable
mechanism for coping with the increased number of connected machines. The
subnetting [26, 27] and the classless addressing (CIDR) [28] have brought the
hierarchy into the addressing space, whereas the emerge of autonomous sys-
tems reorganized the routing in the similar fashion.
In order to create a human-readable names and to map them to the IP ad-
dress space the Domain Name System (DNS) [29] has been developed, intro-
ducing the hierarchy into the naming space. The MPLS label switching me-
chanisms [30] improved the lookup and routing operations by directing the
data between the nodes based on the short labels. The problem of exhaus-
tion of available IP addresses has encouraged the emerge of solutions such as
NAT (Network Address Translation) [31], which facilitated the address reassi-
gnment. Moreover, IPv6 [32] has been introduced in order to extend the ad-
dress space and simplify the address allocation. However, such solution did
not reflect the recent changes in user interests and communication patterns.
Furthermore, most of the Internet still being IPv4-based implies that IPv6 has
emerged very slowly to the real use.
The Border Gateway Protocol [33] has been established as the standard for
inter-domain routing and providing internetworking among autonomous sys-
tems. The IP multicast [34, 35] enabled the delivery of IP packets to a group
of receivers within one transmission. Furthermore, the Internet evolution has
lead to other numerous solutions that have improved the Internet functionality
without requiring the fundamental changes in original architecture, e.g., Mo-
bile IP [36], VPN [37], firewalls, security protocols like IPsec [38] or TLS [39].
Recently, a large number of content distribution networks that are designed as
an overly, e.g. CDN [40] and P2P [41, 42, 43, 44], have been emerged.
However, extensions of the original design of the Internet have been de-
veloped as solutions to particular problems with respect to specific require-
ments, often not being followed by the deep architectural considerations. In
that sense, a large part of the development has been organic, or could be even
described being solutions that have been deployed as ”band-aid solutions”.
As an outcome, the Internet design as a whole became complex and inflexible.
This fact has motivated the research in the area of the networked systems in
the direction of rethinking about the alternatives to the Internet design. Fur-
thermore, the development of the global-scale network which would natively
provide the flexibility and meet the modern requirements has begun. A a new
design of future architecture in a clean slate fashion has been proposed and si-
gnificant work has been done during the last 5-10 years in the USA and Europe
under several larger programs such as GENI [45] and FIRE [46].
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2.1.1 Network control and management functions in present Internet
The control plane functions of the Internet are responsible for controlling the
connection, dissemination of the connectivity information, and the calculation
of the optimal path from a source to a destination. These operations provide
the information necessary for the data transmission, thus, they represent the
prerequisites for the actual packet forwarding. A central part in the control
plane functionality is the generation of the adequate routing paths. The calcu-
lation of the routing paths is carried out through the set of algorithms starting
from the BGP decision process and DNS resolution down to the OSPF [47]
related operations, for example.
The OSPF protocol is responsible for intra-domain routing, i.e. withing a
single administrative domain. Each router broadcasts the link-state advertise-
ment (LSA) throughout the administrative domain. Upon receiving such an-
nouncements the routers are able to extract the connectivity information and
generate the complete routing table by use of Dijkstra’s algorithm. The table
entries represent the shortest paths from the source to the destination nodes.
Additionally, the control plane functions include a variety of signaling proto-
cols.
The management plane functions handle the network monitoring and lo-
cation of malfunctioning points. The network management and network in-
formation gathering is an important aspect since an incomplete or inaccurate
understanding of the network hinders the network planning and might accor-
dingly lead to suboptimal performance. Management functions vary widely
in nature, ranging from gathering of information about present network re-
sources, to their allocation and configuration, performing upgrades, and dyna-
mical adaptation and optimization of network parameters for achieving maxi-
mal performance.
There are various ways of collecting required data. In the current Inter-
net the most prevalent is the manager/agent model used in SNMP (Simple
Network Management Protocol) [48] where the role of the manager is to pro-
vide interface between human and network management system while agent
provides connection between management system and physical device being
monitored. SNMP uses small set of messages for information exchange (GET,
GET-NEXT, SET, GET-RESPONSE and TRAP). Managed system creates TRAP
message as asynchronous notification of occurred event.
In addition to SNMP, other protocols (such as ICMP [49]) are in use to ob-
tain connectivity information along paths between endpoints. The granularity
of the information obtained is severely hindered by modern traffic engineering
practices and limitations in the underlying protocols. However, by collecting
and analyzing the measured data from the network the management plane
functions are able to perform configuration optimization, at least in the local
sense.
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2.1.2 Network attachment in the present Internet
An important aspect of control and management plane functionality is a net-
work attachment operation. The attachment procedure in the present IP-based
networks involves a large set of authentication and authorization mechanisms
before the final joining of the node to the network. The principles of the Ex-
tensive Authentication Protocol EAP [50] has been used in the 802.1X [51] pro-
tocols standard for connecting the node to the wireless or wired network. The
802.11X establishes the access control on the port level.
On the other hand, in the 3G/UMTS networks the AKA (Authentication
and Key Agreement) challenge-response based protocol is used [52]. The com-
mon protocol for communicating over point-to-point links, the point to point
protocol PPP [53], uses the CHAP (Challenge Handshake Authentication Pro-
tocol) [54] for the authentication. In general, the network attachment proce-
dure comprises the certain steps, e.g. network detection, authentication, ad-
dress assignment, that are the fundamental parts of the attachment protocol
design. The network attachment procedure can be improved by minimizing
the signaling overhead or cryptographic computation requirements. The pro-
blem of network attachment optimization can be broken down to the optimi-
zation of the building blocks of the overall procedure or it can be considered
as a whole [55].
2.1.3 The Internet restructuring towards the content-centric networking principle
Following the end-to-end principle, the currently dominant internetworking
model was envisioned as a platform for developing mainly end-point-oriented
applications, enabling different extensions of such application model. Such
original design resulted in the core functionality of the Internet remaining ra-
ther simple throughout the evolution of the Internet. On the other hand, this
approach faced a number of limitations and introduced various problems by
leaving a large space for user misbehavior. The sender-oriented basis of the
current Internet yields the imbalanced power structure in the favor of the sen-
der of data.
Therefore, the inherent connection between address and location, as well as
the inability of avoiding the unwanted data remains one of the main concerns
of the current architecture. Additional challenges relate to the efficient sup-
port for mobility, global multicast, and multi-homing. As the Internet size has
grown dramatically over the past decade, the scarcity of IP addresses as well
as the trustworthiness of the network has became the considerable issue, as
well.
Additionally, over the time user demands have changed. Rather than the
hosts containing some specific data being the main anchors in the communi-
cation, the content itself has become a central communication point. The re-
quirements imposed by the new applications often go beyond the traditional
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communication paradigm. Therefore, the end-to-end communications model,
retaining its original design, does not serve well to the new applications. The
inflexibility of the end-to-end communication has become more evident bur-
den with increase of information-centric services and applications, such as the
sensor networks. The inadequacy of the internetworking architecture impo-
sed the solutions that required further development of overlays and increase
of network complexity. This stimulated the research towards content-centric
communication paradigm [8].
The content-centric idea is based on restructuring of the Internet architec-
ture by placing the content in the center of the design considerations. The
users interested in particular data are served from the most suitable source re-
gardless of its identity. Following such a principle the multicast and anycast
types of communication become dominant. Furthermore, some of the biggest
challenges in traditional networks, e.g. mobility, become easier to solve. A
range of the already existing Internet applications and overlay solutions uti-
lize the main concepts of the content-centric approach, e.g. P2P, CDN and wi-
reless sensor networks. The information-centric approach is evident in some
of the highly used web-services, such as Google and news services, today. In
order to handle increasing traffic loads, need for reliability, and enable more
information-centric handling of traffic the service providers have been already
required to build different overlays that distribute traffic in non-host based
approach. In fact, some companies are already providing content based net-
working services, one example being Akamai [56].
Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) [41, 57] represents an overly solution for efficient content
distribution. By operating on content names (e.g. URLs and file names) and
supporting the multi-source data retrieval the P2P protocols resemble the con-
tent-centric communication paradigm. The P2P systems have built extremely
scalable services without the need of traditional end-to-end multicast. Howe-
ver, the P2P system relies on the current Internet architecture for name resolu-
tion, routing and transport functionality.
Content delivery networks (CDN)
Content delivery networks (CDN) [40, 58] represent a system of hosts colla-
borating in order to deliver data to receivers in optimal way. The strength of
the CDN is in distribution of content over the network by replicating hosts of
data and services. This is achieved by deploying large number of edge ser-
vers which cache the content in order to improve the data availability. On the
user’s request the content is retrieved from the closest data source, similar to
the content-centric principle.
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The CDN model relies on efficient routing mechanism which accomplishes
the load balancing while optimizing different parameters, e.g. response time,
data load and bandwidth costs. Hence, the user receives content of interests
from the ”optimal” host storing the data copy. CDNs are usually implemented
as an overlay network structure operating on the top of existing IP infrastruc-
ture. As a demand for payload heavy, interactive and performance sensitive
content grows dramatically, CDNs appear as a right solution for data delivery.
An example of successful CDN system is Akamai [56] with more than hun-
dred thousands of high-speed servers distributed around the world. Other
major CDN architectures are Limelight [59] and Velocix [60].
Wireless sensor networks (WSN)
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) [61] have recently emerged as a promising
way of gathering data especially over hardly reachable areas. The WSN repre-
sents a large collection of sensors gathering and disseminating data in order
to facilitate surveillance and control of surrounding. Such an idea of small au-
tonomous cooperative devices collecting the data of interest has a wide area
of possible applications, e.g. military, environmental and hospital monitoring.
The content-centric paradigm is often used as a basic communication model
for gathering and dissemination of sensed data [62].
2.2 THE MAIN PRINCIPLES OF THE NEW INTERNET
Given the structure of the present day Internet and the recent evolution in
technology and applications a radical redesign of the current internetworking
architecture appears as a possible and tempting solution in order to meet the
new challenges. The redesign of the internetworking model is a complex task,
therefore, any research work needs to be done carefully, and also testing actual
prototype implementations is an absolute necessity, in order to predict possible
shortcomings of the design. Moreover, detailed evaluation of the bottlenecks
of the current architecture is required. Most commonly the naming, addressing
and routing are seen as Internet’s weakest points. Therefore, redesign of these
principles are envisioned as unavoidable starting point in the restructuring.
Additionally, the security and privacy mechanisms represent one of the major
concerns [63, 64, 65, 66].
2.2.1 The main redesign targets towards the new Internet
Initial end-to-end Internet architecture with tight connection between IP ad-
dress and location has introduced various problems especially for the new ap-
plications that are not in a natural way end-to-end centric. Furthermore, due to
the intrinsic conceptual mismatch with the fundamental Internet architecture
the integration of mechanisms such as mobility into existing system requires
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large additional effort. Therefore, the naming, addressing and routing mecha-
nisms appear as the most important redesign targets.
Naming scheme of the current Internet architecture is based on Domain
Name System (DNS) with a hierarchically organized naming space. A rather
simple idea of DNS has experienced numerous problems with the recent fast
growth of the naming space and the number of Internet users. Along with the
Internet growth and the increase of malicious behavior the DNS infrastructure
has become more vulnerable to denial of service attacks. Due to the overload
and limited redundancy of name-servers that are providing the name-address
mapping, the lookup procedure is often negatively affected. As a result, in-
creased delays due to the name-address resolution might be encountered.
As a possible solution the development of the fast name resolution mecha-
nism is envisioned, e.g. by enhancing current DNS system by providing fast
dynamic updates and faster resolution of DNS queries [67]. However, recent
research interest has been focused mainly on modeling of new naming system
with a clear separation of address and location by replacing the DNS system
with flat, self-certifying naming scheme [10, 9]. The idea argues on avoiding
the name-address resolution by basing entire routing on identifiers, i.e. flat la-
bels. The advantage of this approach is in entirely distributed control over the
namespace. However, such a namespace lacks a human-readable properties.
Furthermore, the trusted third party certification is required in order to as-
sure the integrity of identifiers. Although suffering from scalability problems,
routing over flat labels solves identity-location binding and topology related
problems.
The original addressing scheme of the current Internet was based on the
existence of address classes with variable size prefixes (8, 16 and 24 bits).
The inflexibility of such addressing scheme has motivated the work on CIDR
(classless inter-domain routing) mechanism. Such an approach enabled bet-
ter allocation of available address space and optimization of the inter-domain
routing tables.
Another interesting addressing redesign approach is proposed in [68]. The
main target of the model is providing accountability by assigning respon-
sible entity for each network action. The address is of the format AD:EID
(self-certifying administrative domain identifier: self-certifying host identifier)
which directly incorporates a domain level identifier and the host name. Such
an address design allows all network entities to confirm authenticity of traver-
sing packets and prevent addressing misuse. Due to the uniqueness of the host
name, the mobility is supported in more natural way. More radical addressing
redesign model has been proposed by [10] which instead of using the IP, relies
on topologically independent flat labels.
Additional concern of the current Internet is in insufficient scaling of BGP
protocol and its inability to cope with the growth of the global network. Accor-
ding to the BGP model, every router on the inter-domain level needs to know
the paths towards all possible destinations. Therefore, in order to preserve the
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routing consistency, the prompt updates of the routing paths changes on the
global level (for the globally visible prefixes) are needed. The amount of the
globally visible prefixes is constantly increasing, making the BGP route up-
dates more complex procedure. Thus, finding more optimal routing solutions
appears as one of fundamental issues. In the context of proposed addressing
and naming schemes, the name based domain level routing arises as the most
compelling approach. Having routing mechanisms relying on host identities,
without the need of name resolution would naturally eliminate a large number
of current Internet problems [10]. However, the scaling and efficiency of such
model remain the main concerns.
2.2.2 Implementation considerations for new Internet architecture
According to the main redesign targets a several different design approaches
for building a new Internet emerged. A great number of researchers argue
on ”satisfying” functionality of current Internet and propose its enhancement
through the system of overlay solutions [69]. As a possible outcome of such
approach the overall complexity of the network might increase significantly.
Such an expectation motivated the research community to invest more in the
area of complete redesign of Internet, i.e. clean slate approach on building the
new system intrinsically compatible with modern demands. However, there
are implementation concerns and trade-offs associated with both above men-
tioned design solutions [70, 71]. In the following we give a short overview of
these issues.
Overlay solution
Overlay approach [69] is envisioned as a mechanism which exists on top of the
present Internet infrastructure providing additional features not supported by
the original Internet design. This approach has already been widely used in
order to bypass limitations inherited from existing infrastructure or to provide
the functional extensions of various mechanisms, e.g. mobility, quality of ser-
vice, multicast, enhanced security.
Nevertheless, the deployment and resource expenses of overlay solution
can be significant. Hence, the system planning requires careful formulation of
various network aspects, e.g. placements of nodes and fine-tuning parameters
for overlay links. The main objective is in minimizing overall network deploy-
ment costs, taking into account connectivity requirements between overlay
nodes, individual user demands, and expenses of management of the traffic
flows while the full coverage of all users is guaranteed.
One of the concerns in overlay design are related to the control of a large
number of participants that are potentially highly scattered geographically,
possibly belonging to different administrative domains and using disparate
mechanisms to access the network. Moreover, overlay consumers are not per-
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sistent, which additionally emphasize its heterogeneous and dynamic nature.
Taking into consideration the network growth and aforementioned characte-
ristics of the overlay solution, it is hard to establish centralized coordination
entity responsible for overlay management. Additionally, due to the heteroge-
neity of involved nodes they may not share the same interests of participating
in an overlay transport. Thus, the overlay system needs to ensure the certain
incentives for nodes in order to convince them to operate in a way which leads
to overall system optimality. Recently game theory algorithms have been used
to model this problem [72, 73].
Another possible issue in developing overlay networks is in choosing sus-
tainable business model. The overlay network establishes agreement with par-
ticular underlying ISP related to nodes installation and required bandwidth
purchasing. On the other hand, overlay networks recover their costs by selling
its services to interested users. Thus, defining effective customer-provider re-
lationships and rules between overlay network, underlying ISP and the users
are one of the fundamentals of system development.
Recently, more doubts have emerged regarding the idea of an overlay ap-
proach as a definite solution for the Internet problem. It certainly appears as
an efficient solution for different network configurations, but a number of pro-
blems still remain. The proliferation of a number of different overlay networks
is also a concern, as the interplay between different overlays and scalability of
approach are complex phenomena. One of the further design challenges is
security, given that the security weakness of one overlay may threaten the sta-
bility of a whole system.
Clean slate solution
Furthermore, with the current growing trend of the Internet the rationality of
injecting new overlays and incremental patches into existing architecture is
becoming debatable. It poses the question of control and maintenance of such
a complex overlay system, and initiates investments in the clean slate approach
[70] as one possible solution. The clean slate aims at applying information-
centric paradigm on all network layers.
However, applying redesign from the scratch over highly distributed sys-
tem such as Internet implies even larger problems, e.g. adaptability and huge
investments. Moreover, development of such an architecture towards com-
mercial and feature-diverse system, as Internet is experienced today, will take
at least a decade. Thus, the complete redesign of the Internet rises the concerns
with respect to evolution time until the newly proposed structure becomes
widely deployed and with prominent service quality. The investment is also
considerable as one would need to run two networks concurrently in order to
guarantee the availability of different (legacy) services.
Despite the fact that any larger change in the present Internet architec-
ture would impose significant additional investments, a various redesign ap-
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proaches argue on creating a completely new Internet architecture. Given that
many problems of the present Internet appeared due to the after-thought so-
lutions, the clean slate model might represent a promising long term solution.
In order to become intrinsically accepted the new network model needs to
provide full backward compatibility with existing network and to incorporate
vast majority of its widely deployed features. Finally, the trust and security
issues remain as one of the most critical redesign considerations.
2.3 NEW INTERNET PROPOSALS
The research on redesigning of the current Internet has resulted in a large num-
ber of design proposals, targeting different architecture modules as main rede-
sign objectives or having a vision of completely new model, inspired by the
clean slate approach. In the following we give a short summary of selected
solutions towards the new Internet framework.
2.3.1 ROFL
ROFL (Routing on Flat Labels) [10] architecture separates network location
and host identity by implementing the routing mechanism relying entirely
on identifiers, without resolving them to locations. By eliminating the need
for separated name resolution system ROFL diminishes the major problems
of current Internet while providing the better platform for implementation of
mechanisms such as multihoming and mobility.
The central part of ROFL architecture is creation of the identifiers. The
main aim is in making them persistent over time and without semantics, i.e.
flat labels. Hence, proposed solution relies on self-certifying identifiers de-
rived from host’s public-private key pair. Namespace structure is based on
successor-predecessor model, comprising a set of pointers to the last and the
next hop node. In general, the set of nodes residing in the same autonomous
system forms a ring of nodes’ IDs having the knowledge of their successor and
predecessor. However, the main concerns of this approach remain complexity
and scalability related issues.
2.3.2 DONA
DONA (A Data Oriented Network Architecture) [9] focuses on the redesign
of the naming space and the name resolution mechanism by replacing DNS
names with flat self-certifying identifiers. Such identifiers are resolved into
addresses using name based anycast network layer placed above existing IP.
DONA architecture is composed of ”principals”, which correspond to any net-
work entity, e.g. host, domain, data or service.
The data identifiers are derived from principal’s public key and additional
name chosen by the belonging principal. The form of identifiers resembles the
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P:L structure, where P is hash of principal’s public key and L is label selected
by the principal. Moreover, the principals keep the exclusive right on their
data, i.e. only hosts certified by principal P can serve the data of the form P:L.
Since the data retrieved from the source contains principal’s public key and
signature, every receiver is able to verify authenticity of the data.
Instead of DNS servers, DONA’s name resolution is based on hierarchically
organized RHs (resolution handlers). Due to its rather simple name resolution
scheme, DONA architecture easily supports mobility, multihoming, server se-
lection and caching. Furthermore, it is compliant with delay-tolerant networks
and deployment of middleboxes, e.g. firewalls. By making the applications re-
lying on names and not directly on the address of data and services enhances
the level of abstraction and separation of low level network protocols which,
thus, can be dynamically selected. While suffering from various security is-
sues, e.g. DoS attacks targeting RH, DONA’s possible simple implementation
encourages the further research in this direction and has had a lot of influence
on subsequent work.
2.3.3 I3
I3 (Internet Indirection Infrastructure) [11] is an overlay solution which in-
troduces the rendezvous system in order to find the match between the data
sender and the receiver. The traditional IP addressing pattern is replaced with
data-associated identifiers specified by the sender. Such identifiers are used as
a basis for data distribution and reception. In this way decoupling of sender
and receiver is fully enabled since knowing the identity of any of them is not
necessary for the data delivery.
The network entities willing to publish an information generate the mes-
sages of the form (id, data), where the id is identifier of the data and the data
is the actual payload. Each identifier id has corresponding node, i.e. rendez-
vous node, responsible for managing all messages containing that particular
id. Thus, every publication having the same identifier is routed to the same
rendezvous node which performs the matching operation. Nodes interested
in receiving the data with identifier id indicate it by sending the packets (the
”triggers”) of the form (id, addr), where the id is the identifier of the data and
the addr represents the address of receiving node.
In other words, a trigger (id, addr) indicates that all the messages with the
identifier id should be forwarded to the node with the address addr. Therefore,
the rendezvous is carried based on the identifier of the data. I3 relies on Chord
[74] lookup protocol which eases the incremental deployment of the overlay
since every new server can simply join the I3 system using Chord protocol.
Although it provides flexible solution I3 suffers from security issues and leaves
a lot of space for future improvement.
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2.3.4 TRIAD
TRIAD is the Internet architecture that resembles a set of domains connected
with relay agents translating packets between adjacent domains [12]. TRIAD
brings notion of relay agent’s internal and external IP address as a basis of
identification and authentication and extends IPv4 naming system using WRAP
(Wide Area Addressing Protocol) over IP. By utilizing the source routing, the
WRAP protocol enables the path-based forwarding to be executed on top of
existing Internet. The communication is done by implicit addressing without
directly targeting the packet destination. Furthermore, the TRIAD model is
easily applicable to the current Internet architecture. Relay agents, placed bet-
ween a separate domains, provide the naming and routing services on inter-
domain level. The operations of addressing, naming and routing within a
single administrative domain is done in the same way as in current Internet.
Therefore, the changes in a single domain are not required.
2.3.5 NDN
NDN [75], Named Data Networking (successor of the CCN Content-Centric
Networking [76]), is an ongoing research project that focuses on the information-
centric based restructuring of the current Internet following the clean slate ap-
proach. NDN proposes the hierarchical organization of the naming space [8]
and the information location using the broadcast. Such a model eliminates the
need for the dedicated network entity performing the rendezvous operation.
NDN relies on the identities that preserve the close relationship with the
publications’ content. The users broadcast the ”Interest” packets containing
the name of the desired content. On the other hand, any node having the
requested content and willing to provide it, responds with the corresponding
”Data” packets. Since the naming system is hierarchically organized the content
name in the ”Data” packet needs to be a suffix of the content name in the ”In-
terest” packet. Such a prefix match ensures that the data specified in both
packets belong to the same subtree. One of the main challenges of NDN is
ensuring the scalability of a system with a potentially unlimited name space.
2.3.6 PURSUIT
PURSUIT [77] (successor of the PSIRP Publish-Subscribe Internet Routing Pa-
radigm [78]) project is based on the idea that all network operations across
all layers are performed on named information items. The main work in this
thesis is done in the context of PURSUIT architecture and implementation fra-
mework. The architecture follows the clean slate approach natively supporting
the publish-subscribe communication pattern and placing the information in
the focus of all considerations. The information items as a simplest units trans-
mitted by the network are identified by statistically unique names. The pri-
mary objective of the network is to deliver such information, regardless of its
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Figure 2.1: The concept of scopes.
location and the host it belongs to. Dedicated Rendezvous Identifier (RId) [79]
is assigned to each information item traversing through the network. The RId
can be derived from the identifier of an end-point or from application being
the source of information.
A semantically related information items are grouped into scopes identified
by the Scope Identifier (SId). Scoping of information improves its reachability
by introducing simpler and more efficient searching mechanisms, e.g., sear-
ching area of information with particular RId is narrowed to relevant scope.
Scopes represent the powerful artifact for building the social relations between
the network entities and information items. Such a concept is illustrated in Fi-
gure 2.1. A certain information is generated in the context of family or friends
issues, whereas the other information pieces are closely related to the business
matters. The concept of scopes facilitates the grouping and reachability of such
disparate information. Furthermore, it can be used as a mechanism for restric-
ting the availability of some information to the specific network entities. As
shown in Figure 2.1 the particular information can be disclosed only to some
groups of users.
Each information item belongs to at least one scope. The scopes can be
considered as a set of information, thus, they can be treated as information
items, as well. As an outcome of such a structure, the scopes can belong to
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another scope, building the complex (directed acyclic) graphs of information
as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Each information item, identified by its rendezvous
identifier (RId) is statistically unique within the scope to which it belongs.
The main building blocks of the PURSUIT architecture are: rendezvous, to-
pology, and forwarding functions [80]. The rendezvous function performs the
matching between publications and subscriptions to the information items,
each identified via a RId/SId identifier pair. Once the match between publica-
tion and one or more subscriptions has been established the rendezvous trig-
gers the data delivery paths creation by sending the request to the topology
management. The topology management is responsible for generation of the
optimal delivery paths from the publisher to the subscriber.
The functionality of topology management is separated into two operatio-
nal realms: inter-domain and intra-domain topology. Intra-domain topology
management is responsible for local network topology generation, i.e. within
one administrative domain. Its main role is in discovering of topology in-
formation, using it as an input for computing necessary network states, and
updating forwarding information to involved nodes.
Inter-domain topology formation function defines topology formation on
the domain level, i.e. between administrative domains. In other words, it has a
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role of configuring and maintaining inter-domain topology states. This is fur-
ther used for creating forwarding paths based on various policy compliance
requirements as well. Once the optimal delivery paths are created in the to-
pology management, the forwarding function performs the final data transfer
using the label switching mechanisms. The data delivery path is generated in
the form of forwarding identifier FId and it resembles the source based routing
label.
The PURSUIT architecture, therefore, maintains the different identifier spa-
ces as illustrated in Figure 2.3. On the higher levels the identifiers are assigned
according to the application context. Such identifiers are further mapped to the
rendezvous and scope identifiers (RId and SId) in the PURSUIT architecture.
Finally, after the data delivery paths are generated in the topology manager
the forwarding identifier is assigned to the information item.
Moreover, the PURSUIT architecture employs the caching functions reali-
zed natively in the architecture or executed as an external service on top of
the network. The forwarding modules are capable of caching the content tra-
versing the network; thus the lost data can be easily obtained from the closest
cache [81].
Another important aspect of the PURSUIT architecture is dissemination stra-
tegy that underlies each scope. The dissemination strategies define the me-
thods used for realizing the functions of rendezvous, topology management
and forwarding in dedicated network entities. By the means of dissemination
strategy the different parameters of the network operation are defined, e.g.,
data representation formats or mechanisms for identifiers creation.
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Although burdened with the high scalability requirements, the efficient
data structure of PURSUIT architecture enhanced with the variety of content-
oriented forwarding functions shows the satisfying performance. Therefore,
a large portion of the experimentation work carried out within this thesis
is based on the PSIRP/PURSUIT architecture. Moreover, our solutions re-
present a part of the PSIRP/PURSUIT framework, and basis for further de-
velopment within its architecture. Most of our modules are integrated into the
PSIRP/PURSUIT prototype and are available for the larger scale testing also
externally through the public release and free licensing of PSIRP/PURSUIT
framework. Being a part of the PSIRP/PURSUIT team we have been conti-
nuously working on the design, development and optimization of PSIRP/PUR-
SUIT architecture.
3PUBLISH-SUBSCRIBE COMMUNICATION
PARADIGM
As discussed in the previous chapter, the publish-subscribe communication
model has recently attracted a lot of attention being envisioned as the most
flexible and scalable communication solution to the present Internet problems.
In general, the users having some particular piece of information to share can
make it available by publishing it to the rest of the network. On the other hand,
the users can express their interest in particular event or data by subscribing to
it. After the match between subscriber’s specification and the published data
occurs, the actual data transfer begins. Hence, this model provides clear sepa-
ration of publishers and subscribers in time and space [82], since all commu-
nication occurs asynchronously and independently of location and identity of
publishers and subscribers. Due to its flexible, event based and asynchronous
nature, publish-subscribe model satisfies better the requirements of many of
the recently emerged applications, e.g. content delivery, social network up-
dates, wireless sensor networks, just to mention few.
In this chapter we discuss the idea of the publish-subscribe paradigm and
its advantages and disadvantages with respect to the traditional end-point
centric communication, especially focusing on the control and management
plane communication. We give an overview of the performance of the publish-
subscribe pattern under critical conditions such as wireless mobile environ-
ments. The publish-subscribe paradigm has been studied very little in the
context of wireless mobile environment. In this thesis we will alleviate this
problem by studying performance in the mobile environments. This is extre-
mely important as the mobile Internet use is becoming dominant. Further-
more, we examine the publish-subscribe behavior when used for some of the
common traffic types, e.g. voice applications. The detailed evaluation of spe-
cific application types is beyond the scope of this chapter.
3.1 PRINCIPLES OF PUBLISH-SUBSCRIBE MODEL
A generic publish-subscribe communication system can be defined by a triple
< PUB, SUB,RZV >, where each element in the triple represents a set of net-
work entities. Depending on the functionality of the network entities the sets
can be differently classified. The data sources are identified by the set PUB =
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P1, P2, ..., Pi of publishers, the data consumers form the set SUB = S1, S2, ..., Sj
of subscribers, whereas the dispatching system which performs the match bet-
ween publications and subscriptions is defined by the set RZV = R1, R2, ..., Rk
of rendezvous entities. Figure 3.1 illustrates the publish-subscribe system and
its main operational principle. The network entities can also have overlap-
ping functionalities, e.g. being publishers and subscribers for different data
items. However, only after the match between publishers’ and subscribers’ in-
terests occurs on the rendezvous entity the actual data transfer is carried out.
Otherwise, the direct connection among publishers and subscribers is not pos-
sible. Such a decoupling of network entities is a powerful tool for minimizing
the issues such as addressing, synchronization and the reception of unwanted
traffic.
P1
P2
P3
S1
S2
S3
R1
R2 R3
R4
publish
publish
publish
subscribe
subscribe
subscribe
RZV system
Figure 3.1: A generic public-subscribe system.
Different types of publish-subscribe systems can be identified according to
the applied subscription model. In general, the subscription models differ in
the level of their expressiveness, i.e. the accuracy of matching the user inter-
ests with available data. The choice of the subscription model significantly
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influences the realization of the publish-subscribe model, where the trade-off
between the expressiveness and simplicity needs to be made.
One of the simplest subscription models is topic-based, where the subscriber
expresses the interest in particular topic and is consequently being notified
only about the data related to that particular topic. Such a model has been
adopted in the first generation of publish-subscribe implementations [83, 84,
85]. The topic-based low level of expressiveness, which was caused by over
simplicity of the model, could not satisfy the user requirements.
In order to provide more sophisticated and expressive methods to reflect
user interests in detailed manner, the content-based subscription model has
been proposed. Based on such model the subscribers are able to specify the
conditions or constraints of the attribute values of the data or events that they
are interested to receive. The efficiency of such a model highly depends on the
subscription language used and the type of the attributes and events. Due to
its high flexibility and efficiency the content-based model has been applied to
the variety of architectures [86, 87, 88, 89, 90].
Following the object-oriented programming concepts the type-based model
has been proposed in [91]. According to this approach the subscriptions be-
long to specific type which consists of different attributes that can be defined.
Thus, the model resembles the combination of the topic-based and content-
based principles, aiming at providing the balance between efficiency and sim-
plicity.
3.2 PUBLISH-SUBSCRIBE MODEL IN WIRELESS NETWORKS
Due to the wide deployment and popularity of wireless networks, one of the
most important requirements in development of new applications or commu-
nication models is their integration into wireless systems. Furthermore, the
effects of wireless environment on the overall performance of a novel commu-
nication model represent an important evaluation aspect. Due to the unpredic-
table and highly variable nature of wireless medium, the exact insight on the
actual performance of deployed model is very hard to achieve, especially over
the large scale. However, publish-subscribe model focusing on asynchronous
and loosely coupled interaction between communication points appears as an
attractive approach for variety of wireless and mobile applications. Therefore,
the deployment of publish-subscribe model in wireless networks can be ex-
pected to have a positive impact on the overall performance and functionality
of the network.
One of the examples of successful integration of publish-subscribe para-
digm into wireless domain is deployment of Wireless Sensor Networks midd-
leware solutions that are based on publish-subscribe model [92, 93]. The midd-
leware acts as a bridge between communication entities in distributed and he-
terogeneous environments. It can use various communication models for a
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sensed data collection and dissemination. Relying on unique identifiers assi-
gned to sensor nodes and address-based forwarding of required data to the
users interested in particular event is one of the possible data distribution ap-
proaches. Due to its end-point centric nature this solution is sensitive to the
frequent topology change, which is the common occurrence in highly dyna-
mic environments.
In order to overcome such issues, some of the recent WSN middleware so-
lutions advocate the idea of equipping the sensor nodes with publish-subscribe
communication model [94]. The basic principle is that sensor nodes can dis-
tribute the acquired data in the form of publications. The users (sinks) willing
to receive this particular information announce their interest by simple sub-
scriptions. As soon as the data becomes available the interested users are able
to retrieve the required information. Taking advantage of asynchronous and
event-based communication model, sensor nodes consume less energy and
processing resources. This is of fundamental importance for systems and ope-
rating environment which have scarce power and computational budgets.
Frequent handovers in mobile environments pose a supplemental chal-
lenge for utilization of the publish-subscribe communication model. Particu-
larly a problem of temporarily, or permanently lost connectivity is an issue
that must be addressed with wireless publish-subscribe implementations. All
messages generated during a handover phase should be delivered to the sub-
scriber without a loss. Moreover, a signaling overhead as well as the network
overload due to the unnecessary packet duplicates need to be avoided.
One of the rare, early works that has considered the mobility case, pre-
sented in [95], discusses potential of publish-subscribe model to be used as
a promising solution for mobility issues. Results show that the performance
of the publish-subscribe model depends on the large set of parameters, e.g.
message size or the type of the handover scheme used. Therefore, due to the
complexity of mobile use case, the integration of publish-subscribe communi-
cation requires additional research in order to gauge optimal parameter space
and deployment scenarios. This thesis focuses on detailed evaluation of this
problem, utilizing the publish-subscribe model not just as an overlay solution,
but as a core communication paradigm present at all network levels. Extended
and more detailed analysis on the performance of the publish-subscribe mo-
del in mobile environments, that has been done during this thesis work, will
be discussed in Chapter 5.
3.3 PUBLISH-SUBSCRIBE MODEL AND MULTICAST
COMMUNICATION
Multicast communication [96, 97, 98], conceptually similar to publish-subscribe
model, has been identified as a way of reducing the bandwidth requirements
for content delivery in wireless networks. It was envisioned as a network layer
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service providing the possibility for an arbitrary node to send data to, or re-
ceive the data from, any multicast group. Multicast communication is suppor-
ted in the network layer, therefore, applying it in the application framework
within current Internet architecture is often complicated. The establishment of
the multicast delivery tree on a local level by means of IGMP [99] is required,
and support for multicast communication at all involved network domains
needs to be ensured.
A simple illustration of a network using multicast is shown in Figure 3.2.
Two sources Src1 and Src2 send traffic to group G1. Multiple receivers Rcv
receive the data from the group G1. In order to forward the packets correctly,
each router needs to maintain the routing state for every group in which trans-
fer of packets it is involved. In some cases, a router needs to maintain a for-
warding state per source, in addition to the per group states. Storing and pro-
cessing of such state information is one of the problems for multicasting, as
it requires computing and memory resources that can become excessive if the
number of sources with states is very high.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the case where all multicast packets of the group G1
are forwarded to the Router 1 whereas the multicast packets from the same
group but with the source Src1 are forwarded to Router 2 and Router 3. Ho-
wever, the maintenance of such a large number of states at each router in the
network can rapidly lead to severe scalability problems and inability to sup-
port a large number of multicast groups. A numerous multicast architectures
and protocols have been designed with a common aim of improving the mul-
ticast efficiency and offering better scalability [100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106].
A considerable research effort has been especially focusing on reliability issues
[107, 108, 109].
Additionally, application layer programming environments do not always
provide the native support for multicast. All of these impediments have nega-
tively influenced to the wide-spread deployment of the multicast communica-
tion, both in wireless and fixed networks, resulting in a rather marginal role of
multicast in the present day communication in the Internet [110].
A widespread deployment of publish-subscribe communication either in
the network layer, or as a part of the application-layer programming frame-
works is envisioned to significantly change the situation. The difference bet-
ween the unicast and multicast communication would not be directly visible
to users or application developers, but the network would perform the opti-
mization by choosing the most appropriate delivery mechanism to be used on
lower layer. Such a broad acceptance and deployment of the publish-subscribe
principles would bring the benefits by improving the efficiency and utilization
of network resources. Moreover, the deployment of publish-subscribe frame-
work into the future network would also automatically enable benefits of mul-
ticasting.
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Figure 3.2: An illustration of multicast communication with one group G1 and
a set of senders and receivers.
3.4 PUBLISH-SUBSCRIBE MODEL IN CONTROL AND
MANAGEMENT PLANE
In addition to the application layer, there is a great potential in employing
the publish-subscribe communication directly in the control and management
plane within wireless networks. Many of the existing radio resource manage-
ment functions, such as measurements of link quality or signaling related to
mobility or roaming are not naturally supported by unicast, end-to-end trans-
port. The decoupling provided by publish-subscribe communications seems
as a more appropriate approach. Thus, it is interesting and highly impor-
tant to explore the potential benefits of developing publish-subscribe model
in the control and management plane of the wireless networks and compare
its efficiency with more traditional solutions, e.g. currently used within 3GPP.
The work carried out within this thesis specially focuses on such novel idea
of exploitation of publish-subscribe model in previously unexplored space of
control and management plane functions.
In order to get a closer insight to the impact of the publish-subscribe mo-
del and evaluate its performance in the wireless networks, we have analyzed
control traffic in the wireless dynamic environments. We focused on the si-
mulation studies carried out using the Qualnet 4.5 network simulator [111].
Qualnet simulator is a fast and scalable evaluation tool for performance mea-
surements of wireless, wired, and mixed-platform networks. We conducted
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our simulations in the context of IEEE 802.16 and IEEE 802.16e standards [112].
One of the targets of our work was to examine the scaling by performing
tests with various network sizes, i.e. we studied networks having 80 to 200
nodes within a WiMAX cell in initial simulation setup. In order to better esti-
mate the effect of a network size on the system performance, the results for
a smaller networks of 20 nodes are provided, as well. We carried out the
single cell experiments having an omni-directional antenna with transmis-
sion power of 15 dBm, available bandwidth of 20 MHz and applying 2048
sub-carriers version of OFDM. Multiple cell scenarios and handover issues
in publish-subscribe networks will be discussed in details in Chapter 5. Two
types of applications are considered: traditional end-point centric constant bit
rate (EPC-CBR) and a publish-subscribe application types, both transferring
the packets with the 1 Kbps data rate. Such a low data rate communications
are commonly needed for control plane protocols, as well as for various low
data rate applications such as RSS feeds.
The mobile nodes in initial setup are scattered around base station in cyclic
manner and moving in the direction from the base station towards the edge of
the coverage area with speed of 10 m/s, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. In order to
estimate the impact of nodes’ speed on the network performance we extended
our analyses with additional use cases varying nodes’ velocity.
3.4.1 Publish-subscribe communication performance
In the first scenario we investigate the performance of the publish-subscribe
communication model where the base station is given the rendezvous functio-
nality. Therefore, it keeps the track of existing publications and subscriptions
and performs the match between them. The mobile nodes can play the role of
publishers and subscribers, providing the content and registering to the data
they are interested in. Upon the match between publications and subscrip-
tions occurs, the rendezvous node initializes the mechanisms for the final data
delivery. In our scenarios all mobile nodes are subscribed to the information
coming from a single publisher. The publisher is connected with the base sta-
tion over a 10 Mbps link and generates a control traffic.
While increasing the network size the publish-subscribe communication
shows slight degradation of performance in the terms of received data on the
subscriber, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. Further analysis shows slight increase in
average end-to-end delay experienced by each subscriber due to the network
growth, as shown in Figure 3.5. As the network size increases, the rendezvous
node needs to handle a larger amount of subscription requests. Therefore,
a slight performance degradation is expected. However, for the considered
network size the control traffic does not experience a severe deterioration.
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Figure 3.3: Initial simulation network setup.
3.4.2 End-point centric communication performance
In order to compare traditional end-point oriented communication scheme
with publish-subscribe based traffic pattern, we deploy two scenarios of tradi-
tional unicast end-point centric constant bit rate (EPC-CBR) traffic. In the first
experiments we create the similar scenario as in the publish-subscribe tests se-
tup. While the same node remains the traffic source, due to the absence of the
rendezvous entity the connection between sender and receiver is established
directly. Thus, the traffic source manages a large set of separate unicast CBR
flows depending on the network size.
The application data rate for our scenario remains quite low, and thus ”un-
folding” of the publish-subscribe flow resembling the multicast communica-
tion, into a number of unicast flows might be expected not to result in perfor-
mance hit. However, our results indicate a significant increase in average end-
to-end delay in this case compared to the publish-subscribe model. Handling
multiple traffic flows separately generates an additional processing load on the
traffic source, even in the low-bitrate control traffic scenario such as considered
here. Moreover, in the context of received data, the traditional communication
model performs considerably worse than publish-subscribe one.
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Figure 3.4: Publish-subscribe communication performance. Average through-
put on each node.
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Figure 3.5: Publish-subscribe communication performance. Average end-to-
end delay on subscribing nodes.
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Figure 3.6: Publish-subscribe and end-point centric unicast communication,
average end-to-end delay.
We repeated our experiments varying the data source placement in the net-
work setup. Given the increased processing requirements in the case of ”unfol-
ded” publish-subscribe traffic, a slightly better performance for end-point cen-
tric communication is obtained when the base station acts as a traffic source.
In the context of the average end-to-end delay experienced by subscribers the
system performs better. The similar improvement is evident in terms of re-
ceived information. However, regardless of the data source location the end-
point centric communication type performs significantly worse with respect to
the publish-subscribe model. As an illustration of obtained results we provide
combined graphs for all executed experiments, see Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7.
Similar to the results obtained from publish-subscribe experiments, a slight
drop in performance is evident for end-point centric communication, as well,
due to the increase of the network size. However, comparing the performance
of the end-point centric and publish-subscribe communication under the same
network environment, the publish-subscribe model achieves significantly bet-
ter results. Moreover, a large-scale deployment of such a system, having a
great number of users interested in receiving the same particular information
appears as much simpler within the publish-subscribe concept. Any change in
the structure or the number of subscribers would require only corresponding
subscription/unsubscription to the data of interest. Thus, the scalability can
be easily achieved. On the other hand, adding new receivers within traditional
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Figure 3.7: Publish-subscribe and end-point centric unicast communication,
average throughput.
end-point centric system requires establishing of completely new connections,
making the system less flexible and scalable than the publish-subscribe ap-
proach.
3.4.3 The effect of mobility on the publish-subscribe model
Analyzing the performance of publish-subscribe oriented communications un-
der dynamic conditions represents an important aspect of overall evaluation.
In order to obtain a better insight on the publish-subscribe model behavior in
mobile environment we repeat our tests varying the velocity of nodes from
5 m/s to 15 m/s. Results illustrated in Figure 3.8 show performance degra-
dation in terms of achieved throughput while the speed of mobile nodes is
increasing.
The network dynamics significantly affects the overall network performance
regardless of the communication pattern applied. Generally, the decrement in
the amount of received packets, as well as increase of average end-to-end delay
while raising the velocity is evident in both cases. Nevertheless, our analyses
show significantly better performance of publish-subscribe traffic compared to
the end-point centric approach within the same network dynamics. Due to the
flexibility of the publish-subscribe model, in particular its ability to dynami-
cally adapt to changed network topology and retrieve the data from the closest
existing subscriber, it appears as more robust in mobile environments.
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Figure 3.8: Publish-subscribe and end-point centric unicast communication.
Achieved throughput with variable speed of mobile nodes.
3.5 VOICE APPLICATIONS OVER PUBLISH-SUBSCRIBE
Apart from the performance evaluation of the publish-subscribe model ap-
plied in the control and management plane, we aim at examining the applica-
tions characterized with the higher data rates, e.g. voice applications, and their
implementation in the publish-subscribe context. Therefore, we performed
supplemental experiments over smaller networks with respect to the network
setup in the Section 3.4, i.e. ranging from 10 to 120 nodes. Furthermore, we in-
creased the traffic data rate to the values corresponding the high-quality voice
applications, i.e., 64 Kbps and 256 Kbps. The traffic source is communicating
with the base station over 100 Mbps link, thus, minimizing the probability of
a bottleneck creation on this path.
We restricted the network size to relatively small dimension, commonly
found in practice, up to 120 nodes, concentrating mainly on the effect of the
voice applications and the data rate increase on the overall performance. Po-
sitioning and mobility characteristics of nodes remain the same as in initial
scenario, i.e. circular distribution around the base station moving towards
the direction of cell edge with speed 10 m/s. As in previous experiments,
we focused on average end-to-end delay and throughput in terms of received
bytes/second as evaluation metrics.
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Results obtained from multiple simulation runs confirm better performance
of publish-subscribe traffic type in the case of higher data rates, as well. Im-
provement is evident in terms of obtained throughput while applying publish-
subscribe based pattern compared to traditional end-point centric approach.
Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 show the achieved throughput for 64 Kbps and 256
Kbps traffic respectively. The benefit of publish-subscribe over end-point cen-
tric model is mainly based on its inherent multicast nature and enforced any-
cast. Multiple users can be served by a single publisher. Additionally, the
network can be configured in a way to always find ”the best” match between
publisher and subscriber according to different criteria.
Average end-to-end delay remains lower in the case of publish-subscribe
oriented traffic applied for the voice applications, thus, in situation of increa-
sed data rate, as shown in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12. The higher data rates
do not compromise the benefits of publish-subscribe over end-point centric
communication. Furthermore, carrying the data related to voice type of appli-
cations can easily fit into the publish-subscribe concept. The call setup as well
as the transmission of voice packets can be performed by means of publica-
tions and subscriptions.
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Figure 3.9: Publish-subscribe and end-point centric unicast communication -
achieved throughput - mean value and standard error for 64 Kbps data rate.
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Figure 3.10: Publish-subscribe and end-point centric unicast communication.
Achieved throughput - mean value and standard error for 256 Kbps data rate.
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Figure 3.11: Publish-subscribe and end-point centric unicast communication.
Average end-to-end delay - mean value and standard error for 64 Kbps data
rate.
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Figure 3.12: Publish-subscribe and end-point centric unicast communication.
Average end-to-end delay - mean value and standard error for 256 Kbps data
rate
3.6 SUMMARY ON PUBLISH-SUBSCRIBE MODEL EVALUATION
In this chapter we focused on quantitative analyses of a wireless publish-
subscribe system. We investigated overall performance of publish-subscribe
based communication in mobile environment and compared it with the tra-
ditional end-point centric communication model that would be a norm for
the present day all-IP wireless networks. As the wireless and mobile Inter-
net access is becoming crucial, our studies of publish-subscribe communica-
tion in mobile environment are particularly important. We especially focused
on the control and management plane functions and performance of publish-
subscribe model in this domain. Additionally, we investigated the behavior of
the publish-subscribe communication while increasing the application data for
voice services. Considerably better performance of publish-subscribe model is
obvious in all examined cases. Hence, wide deployment of publish-subscribe
framework to wireless communications shows great potential for enhancing
overall network performance while saving network resources at the same time.
Apart from wireless scenarios that have been analyzed in this chapter, there
are many potentially interesting network settings to be investigated in the fu-
ture. Similar evaluation could be done for WiFi 802.11 standards while utili-
zing the higher data rates, as well. As the structure of IEEE 802.11 standard is
relatively similar to IEEE 802.16 we expect that our results are fully applicable
also to Wi-Fi scenarios. Furthermore, detailed evaluation of different applica-
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tion types and traffic models and their implementation over publish-subscribe
could be an interesting target. Additionally, having a heterogeneous network
scenarios employed or investigating the impact of the handover might pro-
vide more complete picture of publish-subscribe manners and its applicability
in specific use cases. Some of the above mentioned evaluation challenges will
be further addresses in the following chapters.
4TOPOLOGY MANAGEMENT IN
INFORMATION-CENTRIC NETWORKS
In this chapter we analyze the performance of publish-subscribe based intra
domain topology management as an important part of the information-centric
networks. The topology management represents one of the central entities in
the content-centric networks. The role of the intra-domain topology manage-
ment is generation of the local network topology, i.e. within one administrative
domain. Such a procedure is initiated by the discovery of topology informa-
tion, followed by the computation of the necessary network states, and upda-
ting of forwarding information on the involved nodes. Hence, the topology
management is crucial for correct network functionality. In publish-subscribe
networks it requires special attention and profound research in order to make
the network efficient. Nevertheless, the topology management in information-
centric networks has not yet been studied much. This thesis is one of the early
works considering in details the information-centric topology management,
and one of the very first also to study related implementation challenges and
complexity.
In this chapter we describe the development of the topology management
model relying entirely on information-centric concepts, where the exchange
of topology information is done using the publish-subscribe communication
pattern. Furthermore, we describe optimization techniques that can be utilized
in the path computation in order to better allocate the network resources.
4.1 PRINCIPLES OF THE INFORMATION-CENTRIC TOPOLOGY
MANAGEMENT
The focus of our work is on building flexible and scalable intra-domain topo-
logy creation mechanism, which entirely relies on publish-subscribe type of
communication in order to perform network discovery and optimization of
data delivery paths. Our publish-subscribe based network discovery and to-
pology creation is designed, by necessity, to be modular and easily extensible
mechanism. Therefore, apart from the core module performing the topology
creation, we developed a set of supplemental modules accountable for impro-
vement of its functionality.
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The components additional to the basic design give a better insight on ove-
rall network, thus, they provide more functionalities and opportunities to be
used for performance optimization. Such components can be responsible for
gathering the information about different parameters critical for the perfor-
mance, e.g. application requirements, current link delays. Instead of investi-
gating a general impact of applying QoS requirements into publish-subscribe
systems targeting different architectural pieces, see earlier work in the litera-
ture, cf. in [113, 114] we follow the different approach. We aim at inspecting
the influence of QoS requirements of applications on the inter-domain path
computation functionality. We use combined application demands with avai-
lable network resources as an input for path calculation algorithm.
We use the PURSUIT and PSIRP architectures [78, 77] as the reference ar-
chitectures in which the routing, addressing and name resolution mechanisms
are adapted to the data-centric, event-driven structure. Therefore, our under-
lying architecture follows the idea of unique identification of all information
items traversing through the network. The data is identified by the dedicated
rendezvous identifier (RId). Semantically related information items are grouped
into scopes identified by the scope identifier (SId). Therefore, the complete iden-
tification of an information item is achieved by means of the RId/SId pair.
Furthermore, the architecture assumes the existence of autonomous sys-
tems that are seamlessly interconnected via set of adequate mechanisms, si-
milar to the organization of the current Internet. Based on this assumption,
we distinguish two operational units in our model: inter-domain and intra-
domain topology management. Inter-domain topology function is responsible
for topology formation on the domain level, i.e. between administrative do-
mains. On the other hand, the role of the intra-domain topology management
is similar to the functions performed by the interior gateway protocols in the
present Internet.
After the tasks of the inter-domain topology function has been carried out,
one or more domain level paths have been formed. Then, the separate ins-
tances of the intra-domain topology management function operating in the in-
dividual domains generate the corresponding intra-domain forwarding paths.
The main guideline for the intra-domain path computation is correct delivery
of data to the subscribers within the domains and between ingress and egress
routers in the case of transit traffic. Apart from fulfilling the ordinary func-
tional requirements, the individual intra-domain topology functions can be
equipped with a set of additional mechanisms for performance optimization.
Our proposed model for intra-domain topology function resembles the exis-
ting link-state routing protocols (such as OSPF). However, as we rely on the
native publish-subscribe communication, it will be able to take the advantage
of the underlying network characteristics. A node interested in receiving infor-
mation about the physical connectivity between arbitrary nodes and managing
the network topology is called topology manager. Therefore, every administra-
tive domain in the network is associated to the single topology manager.
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An arbitrary node can learn its local connectivity by means similar to the
ones used in OSPF protocol. The local Hello messages are distributed and ga-
thered using the publications and subscriptions. Upon the Hello messages have
been collected, the learned local connectivity can be represented as a neighbors
list, i.e., Link State Advertisement, and published to the topology manager. Such
an information can be enhanced by the information about the link quality and
forwarding node capability obtained through additional mechanisms. The to-
pology manager can attain the knowledge of the overall network topology by
simple subscribing to the local connectivity information.
4.2 ARCHITECTURE DESIGN AND PROTOCOLS
Our intra-domain topology management is based on the instance of the in-
formation-centric architecture and corresponding prototype implementation,
namely PSIRP architecture [78] (see Section 2.3.6 for more details). The [78]
prototype provides the necessary modules for performing publish-subscribe
operations, such as publishing the content within a scope and subscribing to
the information of interest. The implementation of these concepts is the star-
ting point for creating a publish-subscribe based systems and building dyna-
mic mechanisms such as topology management. The PSIRP [78] implemen-
tation has been developed in a collaborative project, in which the author has
been actively participating. Hence, this platform is used as a basis for design,
implementation, and testing of our topology management.
We followed the approach by which all the communication is carried out
within predetermined scopes. Such scopes serve as a data aggregating me-
chanisms. Therefore, semantically similar data is grouped in a common scope
which facilitates the information search and access. Additional identification
of particular piece of data is obtained through the rendezvous identifiers, which
combined with relevant scope identifier uniquely appoints every information
item.
Our topology management takes advantage of the scoping concepts by se-
parating different types of topology relevant information to be carried out wi-
thin different scopes. In other words, in order to facilitate acquiring of data
needed for delivery path calculation we distinguished the data flows carrying
particular information, e.g. Hello messages and Link State Advertisement (LSA)
messages into corresponding scopes. Once the sufficient amount of the topo-
logy knowledge is obtained by means of publications and subscriptions to the
relevant scopes, Dijkstra’s algorithm is performed for the shortest paths calcu-
lation.
The main functionality of topology management is divided into two concur-
rent operations carried out on the separate modules, namely connectivity helper
and topology manager entities. Such modules can simultaneously coexist on any
node. The connectivity helper module runs on each node and is responsible
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for discovering of local connectivity information. It collects the data about
node’s existing neighbors and established connections. The topology manager
module gathers such an information assembling it together in order to form a
picture of the network topology within the domain of operation. The topology
manager module is additionally responsible for computing the optimized data
delivery paths and publishing that information towards the nodes involved in
the final data forwarding.
The connectivity helper module publishes periodically the updates on the
existence of the node in the form of Hello message within predefined Hello
scope. Simultaneously, connectivity helper module on every node is constantly
subscribed to the Hello messages coming from surrounding nodes. Based on re-
ceived Hello publications, each node is discovering its neighborhood and parses
such an information into the list of nodes in the range. Acquired information
is equivalent to the Link State Advertisement which is necessary for building the
overall picture of the topology and computation of shortest paths between the
nodes.
After obtaining the list of neighboring nodes, each connectivity helper mo-
dule publishes this information in the form of new Link State Advertisement
message generated within predefined scope. The Link State Advertisement pu-
blications can be issued periodically or asynchronously after the recent list of
attainable neighbors has been changed. In other words, new LSA messages
are published every time the current topology changes, e.g., new node be-
comes available, or the old one, already existing in the list disappears (does
not publish Hello message within predefined period). Topology manager mo-
dule continuously subscribes to the link state information based on which the
path computation is performed. An important difference of our topology ma-
nagement with respect to the current Internet and its IP protocol is that all
nodes (not only the routers) need to report their link state since the topology
management calculates the routing paths between arbitrary pair of nodes (and
not only between the routers).
Optimization of the basic topology management functionality can be achie-
ved through the set of helper functions, e.g., link state and application helper
modules, targeting different network operational areas. By collecting the infor-
mation about network states, link properties and specific application require-
ments topology management gains important knowledge on current network
conditions. Incorporating this information into the path generation algorithm
leads to more intelligent routing decisions increasing overall performance and
saving network resources.
Therefore, each node can run link state helper module which administers
the table of links together with related additional information currently avai-
lable. Details about relevant link properties are provided by physical level hel-
per functions. Such helper modules continuously monitor the link properties
and distribute the available updates on the link states. Such an information
serves as a valuable input for optimization of data delivery paths.
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Figure 4.1: Topology management architecture. The connectivity helper and
link state helper collect the network state information as an input for the topo-
logy manager, whereas the application helper provides additional information
valuable for optimization of forwarding paths.
One of the simplest examples of a helper module supported by our topo-
logy management is a module responsible for obtaining the information about
a link delay. The delay information is acquired using simple time stamps of
publications. In order to analyze the impact of different application require-
ments on topology management functionality, we additionally implemented
an application helper module. This module specifies the desired application
conditions, e.g., maximum tolerable delay, and publishes this information in
the network. Combining such information is crucial for improving shortest
path computation. Figure 4.1 illustrates the topology management architec-
ture and components.
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The shortest paths generation is performed based on Dijkstra’s algorithm
[115, 116]. According to additional information obtained through the system of
helper modules, topology manager assigns corresponding weights to existing
links.
The exact appointed weight value can vary with respect to implementa-
tion details, but it always heavily relates to current application requirements
and link conditions. An application requiring certain link properties specifies
a threshold necessary for satisfying its requirements. This input is of high im-
portance for the path calculation algorithm since it, together with current link
conditions, directly influences the link weight assignment.
As a final outcome, the topology manager module performs a forwarding
tree and zFilter [117] creation using simple shortest hop-count spanning tree
formation. Resulting path is created in the form of the next hop nodes on
the path from the publisher to the subscriber. Such a list is translated into
the zFilter to be used by forwarding elements, inter-domain topology or other
relevant functions.
The zFilter is equivalent to the Bloom filter (BF) structure [118]. It is created
by performing Boolean OR operation over outgoing interfaces of nodes on the
path from the publisher to the subscriber. As a final step in forming the zFilter
the subscriber’s identifier is added by means of logical OR operation. More
details regarding the zFilter creation are provided in Section 4.3
4.3 CREATION OF FORWARDING PATHS
Our topology manager builds upon the Bloom filter inspired port forwarding
mechanism (present in PSIRP network architecture) which is well-suited for
flat identifiers. The Bloom filter is a mechanism for representing a set of n’
blocks of data Data = D1, D2, ..., Dn′ . One of the main benefits of such data
structure is in fast and easy testing of membership of some particular piece of
data Di, where i = 1...n’, to a whole Data.
The Bloom filter data structure is created by mapping the individual data
blocks Di to a bit vector of the size k’ by applying the set of m’ hash functions
over the data blocks, i.e., H1, H2, ..., Hm′ [119]. Every hash function applied
over individual data block results in a number rj = Hj(Di) that determines
the position of bit 1 in the final bit vector representing the data block. The final
Bloom filter corresponding to the whole data set, Data = D1, D2, ..., Dn′ , is
generated by applying bitwise OR operation over all bit vectors representing
the individual data blocks Di, where i = 1...n’.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the generation of Bloom filter for n’ blocks of data
Data = D1, D2, ..., Dn′ . Four hash functions are applied over D1 data block.
The result of this operation sets the bit 1 in particular places (1., 3., 4. and 6.)
in the bit vector. The final Bloom filter is generated by applying bitwise OR
operation over all bit vectors corresponding to the data blocks Di.
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Figure 4.2: Bloom filter creation: a) The hash functions are applied on the data
block in order to get the bit vector as a representation of data. b) The bit vectors
of all data blocks are ORed together in order to form the final Bloom filter.
Belonging to particular Bloom filter is easily checked by applying bitwise
AND operation between the Bloom filter and the bit vector corresponding to
the searched data block. If the result of such an operation is not equivalent
to the applied bit vector, the corresponding data block does not belong to the
examined data set. Otherwise, the membership of the data block in the whole
data set is confirmed.
Such a simple mechanism for determining the data membership is prone
to variety of problems, especially the false positive errors during the checkup
procedure. Due to such an error a membership of a data block in a Bloom filter
can be confirmed, without the data block being contained in the examined data
set. An illustration of a false positive problem is given in Figure 4.3. In order
to improve the BF functionality different mechanism have been proposed [120,
121, 122, 123].
In essence, the main idea of the forwarding engine that we base our topo-
logy manager work on is to incorporate the Bloom filter-like forwarding state
into the packets themselves. Following a source routing model the explicit de-
finition of forwarding instructions is inserted in the packet structure. As an
outcome of such a routing scheme, the forwarding nodes on the path from the
publisher to the subscriber only need to check the membership of their local
link identifiers in the source route in order to make the decision on the next
hop forwarder. However, in such a routing model various problems might
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Figure 4.3: Determining the membership of an element in a Bloom filter. a)
The resulting Bloom filter BF is created by adding two data blocks D1 and D2.
b) Testing of a data block membership of a data block D3 in the BF results in
the positive outcome, although the data block D3 is not contained in the BF .
emerge, e.g. forwarding efficiency, duplication of packets over unnecessary
links. Furthermore, different parameters need to be taken into consideration
for an optimal performance, e.g. network topology characteristics and amount
of in-packet and in-network states.
Within PSIRP framework every forwarding element associates a Bloom fil-
ter per output link. Such a Bloom filter serves as an unique identification of
the outgoing interface of the forwarder. The topology manager generates a
Bloom filter-like forwarding source routing labels based on the output links of
the forwarders on the path from the publisher to the subscriber. The lookup
procedure carried out by the forwarders on the path returns always the inser-
ted outgoing interface value, if the particular outgoing interface is originally
contained in the forwarding label.
However, in some cases, due to the false positive problem, the lookup pro-
cedure causes additional unneeded forwarding operations by returning the
outgoing interface which did not exist originally in the routing label. Such
forwarding unnecessary overloads the network and might cause security pro-
blems. Thus, various mechanisms have been developed in order to diminish
the false positive effect and forwarding over wrong links. Nevertheless, due
to the content-centric model used, some of the redundant traffic can be used to
cache the content in the network. Such a content can be easily used for facilita-
ting the data retrieval in the case of the future subscriptions to that particular
content.
The main requirement of such Bloom filter-based source routing is effi-
ciency in terms of needed memory in forwarding elements, as well as effi-
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ciency in terms of processing, especially lookup operations. By using Bloom
filters the source routes are kept compact, i.e. there is no increase in the route
size as the number of hops between publisher and subscriber is increasing.
Furthermore, the outgoing link identifiers are not explicitly revealed, as well
as the number of hops and their exact sequence stay secret. Such an approach
naturally minimizes the amount of unwanted traffic and ensures more control
on receiver’s site.
Figure 4.4 illustrates creation of forwarding label in the topology manager,
as well as its processing by the forwarders on the path from the publisher to the
subscriber. In order to encode delivery trees, the topology manager uses a set
of statistically unique links on the path from the publisher to the subscribers
and OR them together in order to create the Bloom filter-like identifier, i.e.,
zFilter [117]. Therefore, any forwarding tree represents a set of unidirectional
links.
Upon the delivery path is calculated in the topology manager, it is incor-
porated in the packet header and sent out to the rest of the network. Each
forwarding node in the network, after receiving a packet, can check if some of
its outgoing interface IDs is belonging to the forwarding ID from the packet
header. If the membership is confirmed, the packet is forwarded over the cor-
responding interface, otherwise it is dropped in order to avoid unnecessary
traffic. The lookup procedure for determining the belonging of an outgoing
interface in the forwarding ID in the packet header is done by simple Boo-
lean AND operation. Thus, the processing requirements for performing such
a check are minimized. Additionally, the forwarding operation is executed
rapidly.
4.4 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF PROTOTYPE PLATFORM
The core part of the topology management implementation is composed out
of 8 Python modules with approximately 3000 code lines in total. We used
the open source PSIRP prototype Blackhawk v0.3.0 [124] as an underlying fra-
mework for our implementation. In the common scenario of intra-domain
publish-subscribe communication, connectivity helper modules are periodi-
cally advertising the information about their existence in the form of Hello pu-
blications. Such an announcement is carried out under predefined scope (Hello
scope). Hello message contains the unique identifier of connectivity helper, to-
gether with the list of its interfaces. This information is obtained during the
initial network configuration phase or throughout the attachment procedure
afterwards, i.e. while the new node is joining the network.
At the same time, each connectivity helper is continuously subscribed to
the same information coming from neighboring nodes (by subscribing to Hello
scope). Hence, the connectivity helper collects the data about its neighbo-
rhood. After the connectivity helper acquires the knowledge about its surroun-
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Figure 4.4: Creation of forwarding label in the topology manager, and its pro-
cessing by the forwarders on the path from the publisher to the subscriber.
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ding it distributes this information by publishing it under predefined scope
(LSA scope). This publication contains the list of neighbors’ IDs together with
corresponding interface IDs. This data is crucial for topology manager module
in order to perform the data delivery path calculation.
In order to receive topology information from all nodes in the network the
topology manager module continuously subscribes to the LSA scope. The link
state helper module distributes the information about current link conditions
in the form of a publication under dedicated scope (Link scope). The publi-
cation is formed out of the link IDs followed by relevant link parameters and
their present values. This information represents summarized data about net-
work conditions, gathered from multiple physical level helper modules.
Physical level helpers are integrated with the connectivity helpers. Their
main role is to continuously monitor the link properties, e.g. delay, and pu-
blish the updates within assigned scope (Phy scope). Concurrently, the appli-
cation helper module informs the system about application requirements by
publishing the message under predefined scope (App scope). The application
requirements are represented by the list of relevant link parameters with cor-
responding thresholds. Therefore, the topology manager is able to constantly
monitor the current network conditions and application requirements by sub-
scribing to corresponding scopes (Link and App scope).
If no additional information is available, the data delivery paths are com-
puted based on the simple shortest distance rule. However, the data obtained
from relevant helper functions is of great importance for the path optimiza-
tion process. Combined with specific application requirements the knowledge
of link properties will dictate the assignment of link weights. This will im-
prove path generation and ensure more efficient routing decisions. According
to the additional information about network conditions and application requi-
rements the topology manager applies corresponding algorithm for assigning
link weights. Based on such input, the generated data delivery paths will be
optimized for the given network conditions and running applications. Finally,
obtained paths are translated into the form of zFilters generated by ORing all
outgoing interfaces of the nodes on the path together with the node identifier
of the subscriber.
The topology manager module also monitors the status of the matching
interests on the rendezvous module. The rendezvous module keeps the re-
cord of existing publications and subscriptions in the network and performs
the pairing between them. After the match between the interests of publisher
and subscriber occurs the rendezvous system requests the creation of forwar-
ding paths on topology manager module. The path calculation is triggered by
publishing the rendezvous request. This publication contains the publisher ID
and the list of subscriber IDs for which the match occurred.
As a final outcome, the topology manager module generates two types of
forwarding identifiers, namely Forwarding ID (FId) and Metadata ID (MId).
The FId represents the path from the topology manager module to the publi-
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Figure 4.5: Forwarding paths creation. The topology manager creates two
types of forwarding identifiers, i.e. Forwarding ID (FId) and Metadata ID
(MId).
sher. This path is used for informing the publisher about the actual path over
which the real data should be sent, i.e. the path from the publisher to the sub-
scriber (MId). After receiving the MId path from the topology manager over
the FId path, the publisher is able to direct requested data to the subscribers.
Figure 4.5 shows a simple example of topology management functionality.
All the nodes in the network run topology connectivity helper module and can
provide forwarding services for the packets. Apart from connectivity helper
module, one node in the network runs topology manager module (denoted as
F3) and has capability of performing the optimal path calculation. Upon recei-
ving the instruction from the rendezvous system about current publishers (P1)
and subscribers (S1 and S2) the topology manager module running in node
F3 calculates the set of forwarding identifiers. There is always one FId and
MId generated corresponding to occurred publication-subscription match at
the rendezvous. In the case of multiple subscribers the paths from the publi-
sher to separate subscribers are merged in single MId by simple OR operation.
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4.5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF TOPOLOGY
MANAGEMENT
Utilizing the publish-subscribe communication model in network discovery
and topology creation procedure introduces certain delay that needs to be
considered. In order to estimate such a delay we analyze the latency of mes-
sages essential for network discovery, e.g. Hello messages, by measuring the
time difference between actual generation of publications and their reception
at the user level after corresponding subscriptions. The measurements are per-
formed in the testbed of machines running the PSIRP prototype, where ex-
periments are repeated 5 times. Figure 4.6 shows the average delay of Hello
messages [125]. For the larger network size the Hello message distribution ex-
periences higher delay due to the network congestion. As more publishers
and subscribers join into the network, the number of information items in-
creases, as well. Under such conditions the rendezvous, topology and for-
warding functions of the prototype need to handle more load and thus the
slight performance drop occurs. However, the exact experienced delay hea-
vily depends on the network conditions and link properties. Nevertheless, the
message delay due to the network growth does not critically hinder the overall
network operation.
Another interesting objective to investigate is the delay introduced by the
computation process for generating different data delivery paths. Our topo-
logy management implementation requires creation of two types of data deli-
very paths, namely FId and MId identifiers. Given that the rendezvous request
can contain the list of subscribers, if multiple sites expressed their interest in
receiving a particular data item, the final MId will be obtained by ORing of
MIds for individual subscribers. As the actual MId can be composed of the
number of intermediate MIds for each of the subscribers, its calculation time
is expected to be longer with respect to FId calculation.
Figure 4.7 illustrates obtained results of path calculation latency measure-
ments. The showed delay includes also processing time of incoming rendez-
vous request. Computation of MId requires more time since more information
needs to be processed. Prior obtaining the final MId identifier, the algorithm
needs to wait for all related forwarding identifiers to subscribers as input pa-
rameters. Such path creation algorithm is inevitably connected with certain
computational delays. Furthermore, increase in network size entails additio-
nal processing load, thus, slight performance degradation is expectable.
Our computation mechanism for forwarding states generation heavily re-
lies on weighted Dijkstra’s algorithm from igraph library. Appropriate link
weights are added based on the input from physical level helper functions.
Due to its important role in topology management functionality, we estimate
the impact of Dijksta’s algorithm to overall performance, measuring the delay
it introduces.
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Figure 4.6: Average delay of Hello messages in topology management imple-
mentation.
In order to get a better insight on the influence of applying Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm in our topology management implementation we measure the time
needed for execution of sole Dijkstra’s algorithm over a larger network size
and different link existence probability between nodes. The probability of link
existence between the nodes reflects the connectivity of the network. We take
into consideration a wide range of network connectivity cases in order to bet-
ter capture the influence of this network characteristic on the performance of
Dijkstra’s algorithm. Obtained results, illustrated in Figure 4.8, are generic
and demonstrate average delay introduced by execution of Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm in igraph, regardless of the implementation in which Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm is utilized. It is evident that for significantly larger networks, unrelated
to the grade of connectivity the time needed for Dijkstra’s algorithm proces-
sing increases. Having a larger graph of nodes requires more computational
resources or, otherwise, introduces considerable calculation delay. However,
the execution of Dijkstra’s algorithm does not cause a significant burden to the
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Figure 4.7: Average delay of calculation of forwarding paths, including pro-
cessing time of rendezvous messages.
overall topology management functionality.
4.6 OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVING THE
TOPOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Apart from a set of helper functions that have been discussed in this chap-
ter there are numerous other optimization techniques that could be used to
increase the efficiency of topology management. In the case of mobile nodes
following some ordinary repetitive route, keeping a record on the positions
of nodes can provide valuable information to topology manager module. Ha-
ving the information of node’s movement pattern and being able to predict
its most likely future position can help generating more adequate routes and
avoid their frequent re-computation. Therefore, the additional burden in the
terms of frequent zFilter updates introduced by the mobility of nodes will po-
tentially be minimized. This is particularly important and useful in the case of
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Figure 4.8: Average computing delay introduced by Dijkstra’s algorithm.
highly mobile information networks and applications, such as the high-speed
cellular networks.
Taking advantage of potential regularities in movement patterns will re-
quire implementation of additional helper functionalities, i.e. we need mobi-
lity helper functions. Such functions would collect the information about the
current locations of nodes and estimate the future positions of a node based on
the mobility information gathered over time. Such an estimation can be then
distributed through predefined scope. Topology manager module being conti-
nuously subscribed to this scope will gain the knowledge of the next location
of the node and incorporate it into the path generation.
The awareness of node’s future positions might significantly improve the
handover procedure. Especially in the case of rapidly moving mobile users
the handover can be initiated well on time with high accuracy. The predic-
tion of mobile movements has been considered also in the context of cellular
networks to enhance handover efficiency, as well as many social networking
applications are considering this approach. The detailed discussion about mo-
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bility helper functions in information-centric networks and their benefit for
topology management operation will be presented in Chapter 5.
Furthermore, apart from application requirements playing a significant role
in path generation, we can consider utilization of application policies in order
to obtain optimal data delivery paths. Through the notion of policies, every ap-
plication can define possible restrictions in data transfer that must be included
during the path calculation. Applications embracing highly confidential data
can place strict security demands which must be satisfied by traversing links.
The applications can also specify the preferable or undesirable links, nodes or
domains for they traffic flow. This information then serves as additional feed
for path optimization.
Although potentially increasing complexity and computational needs of
topology manager functionality, this is huge paradigm shift compared to the
present Internet. This sort of publish-subscribe framework enables (content)
policy based routing, where policies can be flexibly stated by end-users or end-
subscribers. The current Internet systems have policy based routing functiona-
lity, but only in the form of external routing protocol (BGP) which is much less
flexible and not directly usable by end-users. Ensuring higher granularity path
selection or content based selection is not possible for end-users (publishers)
by today’s protocols, and special case would need handmade route selection
tables, e.g. by use of MPLS.
Another important question is reliability of our topology management ap-
proach and its resilience to link failures. In the context of our zFilter source
based routing, one of the possibilities for improving the network sustainabi-
lity in the case of link failures is maintaining the list of backup routes. In our
particular case, the model needs to generate a set of additional forwarding zFil-
ters associated with each originally generated, optimized zFilter. In the worst
case, the number of additional zFilters required for secure data transmission is
equal to the number of traversing links.
In order to avoid large data overhead, the backup routes can be generated
taking into account current link conditions, e.g., delay and throughput. In this
case the backup zFilters would be generated to assure only ”the weakest” links
and spare the routing tree in the most critical points. Furthermore, in some
cases, type of the link offers unambiguous information about its uncertainty.
This can serve as valid input for optimization of rescue routes creation. For
example, wireless links having higher failure probability can be prioritized in
backup path generation over wired links.
Furthermore, different network coding mechanisms can be implemented
as a helping functions of topology management. Such helper functions can be
responsible for direct data dissemination as a replacement for source coding.
On the other hand, the network coding can be used for improving the robust-
ness of the actual data transmission by adding the redundancy to the trans-
ferred data. A detailed discussion on network coding helper functions, their
applicability, implementation and benefits will be presented in Chapter 7.
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4.7 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter we have presented the intra-domain topology discovery and
generation module, entirely relying on publish-subscribe communication mo-
del. We have developed the networking framework in which all nodes utilize
publish-subscribe pattern for information exchange. Furthermore, the topo-
logy management follows the same approach in collecting network related in-
formation and building topology states. We illustrated average latency of ap-
plying publish-subscribe model in intra-domain topology creation. Obtained
results are separated into two major categories: latency introduced by data
dissemination, e.g. Hello messages delay, and the latency introduced by path
computation. With respect to our implementation we presented two groups of
forwarding identifiers, discussing the delays encompassed with their creation.
The work described in this chapter builds a background on the use of to-
pology management in information-centric networks. We have made a fully
functional reference implementation, which has been used to verify the design
concept and to test performance of helper functionalities based on publish-
subscribe communication. This work shows that the topology management
helper function, as a crucial part of the system, can be implemented efficiently
for publish-subscribe networks.
Our results demonstrated that publish-subscribe communication model can
be used not only for content retrieval as already present in many Internet ap-
plications, but also for more fine grained network function such as topology
generation. Different improvements to the current topology management im-
plementation can be introduced as discusses in Section 4.6, leading to more
efficient topology creation.
5MOBILITY PREDICTION IN
INFORMATION-CENTRIC NETWORKS
In this chapter we examine the effect of mobility on information-centric net-
work. We focus on the publish-subscribe based topology management and
the computation of the data delivery paths as one of the critical operations
affected by the mobility. We use IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) as a reference architec-
ture and enhance it with publish-subscribe features. As IEEE 802.16 and IEEE
802.16m are very similar architectures for the present day data oriented cellu-
lar networks, e.g. LTE and LTE-A, using this reference architecture has been
done without losing generality to interpret these results also in the context of
general cellular networks.
In order to optimize the network operation we enrich the topology mana-
gement functionality of the publish-subscribe network with a set of mobility
prediction mechanisms. We elaborate various factors that influence the perfor-
mance of the prediction function. We address the critical aspects of applying
the prediction function and discuss the impact of such aspects on overall sys-
tem performance. Moreover, we examine the trade-off between the advan-
tages offered by mobility prediction in the publish-subscribe context, compa-
red to the signaling and complexity overhead.
5.1 THE MOTIVATION
In order to address the mobility issues a variety of protocols have been intro-
duced in the present IP-based Internet [36, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131]. Howe-
ver, the tight connection between addresses and locations imposes the need of
rather complex mechanisms in order to achieve satisfying performance of the
system. Due to its data-centric characteristic the publish-subscribe commu-
nication pattern provides a firm basis for mitigation of mobility issues. The-
refore, a special attention has been recently devoted to mobility support in
information-centric networks.
Although appearing as a natural solution for majority of mobility pro-
blems, the publish-subscribe communication is encountering a variety of its
own problems. Therefore, the issue of dynamic networks and frequent change
of topology has to be addressed from various perspectives. One of the chal-
lenges is in finding the solutions for increased data delivery latency due to the
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frequent rebuilding of the delivery tree [132]. Furthermore, in the highly dy-
namic scenarios the presence of frequent handovers can substantially hinder
the operation of an information-centric network [95]. As a possible remedy
for mobility problems the caching of data can be introduced, i.e. the lost data
due to the mobility can be retrieved from the closest cache [133]. Furthermore,
the social relations between the users can be utilized for improving the routing
under dynamic conditions [134].
Due to the mobility the data delivery paths might alter, even during the
transmission phase, which consequently can cause significant packet loss. Gi-
ven the structure of considered information-centric network the central entity
responsible for the creation of data paths is topology management. Hence, op-
timization of data delivery paths generation in topology manager is a critical
operation since it directly influences the efficiency of the entire system. The
path from the publisher to the subscriber can be optimized with respect to a
wide range of network parameters, thus it can affect the performance of the
system in different ways.
In mobile environments the network topology changes frequently. The
nodes come and leave and the links between them alter correspondingly. The
topology manager needs to keep track of all modifications in the network
configuration and to update the forwarding paths accordingly. This is not a tri-
vial task, since the network changes can occur frequently and cause severe in-
terruptions to the data transfer unless the topology manager comprises the me-
chanism to prevent it. Thus, the topology management in publish-subscribe
architectures represents the key point for handling the mobility-related events.
Due to its highly important role in publish-subscribe architectures we im-
plemented the topology management on top of PURSUIT network architecture
and investigated the different optimization techniques for improving its func-
tionality in mobile environments. We aim at utilization of inherent publish-
subscribe data-centric characteristics, in particular the flexibility of providing
the same data from different locations. The users are not restricted to data
delivery from a single and unchanged network entity throughout all the com-
munication, but the data can be fetched from any point in the network, cur-
rently the closest or the most suitable data source. This gives a freedom to the
system to alter the data suppliers according to the current network state and
the position of users. The possibility of such dynamic changes enables a better
utilization of network resources and decrease of data latency.
Furthermore, we focused on employing the prediction techniques for the
user movements. By collecting the information related to the user flows, it is
possible to gain knowledge about the usual movement pattern and to use it for
forwarding paths creation. Instead of ordinary re-computation of forwarding
paths upon the topology changes due to the node’s mobility, our objective is
to secure the communication in such a dynamic environment by generating
backup forwarding paths and bi-casting the data based on the prediction of
node’s next position. Moreover, we optimize the prediction algorithm by dy-
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namically changing the prediction-relevant parameters according to the cur-
rent network state.
5.2 SELECTION OF EVALUATION TOOL
We have utilized the ns-3 network simulator [135, 136] for development of our
topology management model equipped with mobility prediction functiona-
lity. Ns-3 is an open source discrete-event network simulator designed mainly
for networking research and education. It is publicly available, free software,
which has encouraged a large portion of research community to use this tool.
As the evolution of ns-2 simulator [137], it is widely adopted and known1. In
the following we shall give a short overview of the ns-3 design, and discuss its
applications within our work.
Ns-3 code is completely written in C++ with optional Python bindings and
it uses WAF Python based building system [138]. For tracing, ns-3 provides
pcap file support for every device in the simulation, which can be easily dis-
played using common visualization tools [139].
For the basic computing device abstraction, i.e. device that connects to a
network, the ns-3 uses the general term Node. The Internet nodes are designed
in a way that faithfully represents real computers including key network abs-
tractions, e.g. sockets, network devices, multiple interfaces for nodes, using IP
addresses. The Node is connected to the network through the Channel. The
Channel in ns-3 can model simple point-to-point connection, but also more
complex wireless or Ethernet channels.
As in realistic scenario, hardware components do not work properly wi-
thout suitable device driver. The ns-3 provides similar abstraction in simu-
lation space. Such an abstraction is identified as NetDevice and it acts at the
same time as a software driver and simulated hardware. Thus, the ns-3 Node is
able to communicate with other Nodes by using different Channels and instal-
ling proper NetDevices. One of the most important abstractions in ns-3 space
are Applications which drive the execution of ns-3 simulation. Additionally,
ns-3 provides Helper functionality in order to facilitate creating and connec-
ting network components, i.e. Nodes, NetDevices and Channels in proper way.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the basic ns-3 data flow model.
A wide area of different network features has been already supported by
ns-3, e.g. Wi-Fi 802.11 models, IPv6 addressing, and bridging different LAN
segments. Due to the large user community the ns-3 core is developing rapidly.
The focus of the ns-3 development is on providing a simulation environ-
ment, which should be as realistic as possible. In order to achieve this aim
several emulation mechanisms have been implemented. The network simula-
tion cradle allows real world TCP/IP stack to be used in simulations. Using
1In practice, ns-3 could be also called a re-designed version, since even the simulator core
is mostly redesigned and reimplemented.
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of the basic ns-3 data flow model.
the tap devices the real hosts are allowed to exchange the information via si-
mulated network, whereas the network emulation devices allow simulated
nodes to communicate over real links. This sort of ”hardware-in-the-loop”,
or ”network-in-the-loop”, approach enables highly realistic simulations and
validation of different concepts.
Ns-3 is easily extensible due to its object oriented nature. The desired exten-
sions are generally done by defining entirely new classes, through inheritance
or class aggregation. Defining the new protocols is facilitated through inheri-
tance of default protocol classes and redefining their main methods. Therefore,
ns-3 is as a good choice for evaluation of new architectures, which is the core
aim of this thesis work. By enabling simple ways of making entirely new pro-
tocols, and not relying on existing TCP/IP implementation, the ns-3 allows us
to easily test our developed models. Therefore, for the rest of the simulation
work carried out within this thesis, we aim at utilizing the aforementioned
benefits of ns-3 simulation tool.
5.3 MODEL DESCRIPTION
We have developed our topology management model equipped with mobility
prediction functionality within the ns-3 simulation. In an initial network setup
we deployed 256 base stations covering an area that represents metropolitan
area and 256 mobile stations staying within their communication range. In
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fact, the main test case has been a real base station distribution that has been
acquired from a major mobile service operator in the USA.
The base stations are characterized by their positions and the coverage area.
Assuming the base station position to be xB, yB and the position of the mobile
node xM , yM , the distance between the base station and the mobile station is
d =
√
(xB − xM)2 + (yB − yM)2 =
√
(∆x)2 + (∆y)2. Therefore, the probabi-
lity of a node being in a coverage area of the base station is Pr{d ≤ R} =
Pr{
√
(∆x)2 + (∆y)2 ≤ R}, where the R represents the radius of the base sta-
tion’s coverage area. The mobile nodes are uniformly distributed over the
coverage area of the base stations. Figure 5.2 illustrates the used network to-
pology. Our network is composed of 256 base stations, numbered from 0 to
255. The data transfer rate along the base station connections, was set to 1
Gbps. In the case of wireless connections, the speed of communication is de-
pendent on, e.g. the number of users in the channel or the propagation model.
The minimum rate guaranteed for a WiMAX connection has been set to 10
Kbps.
In order to achieve the simulation setup that closely resembles real network
scenarios, every fixed link between base stations encounters a transmission de-
lay, which is initially set to 20 ms. The links between base stations can be seen
as a logical links for which we describe higher delay as the first order approxi-
mation. This delay can be changed during the simulation, in order to simulate
overloaded or congested zones within the network. The transmission delay
over wireless links is assigned according to the applied propagation model
and the distance between the mobile and the base station during the commu-
nication. In the initial simulation setup the COST231 [140] propagation model
has been used.
The data transmission between mobile stations is conveyed in a publish-
subscribe manner. Once the match between published and subscribed data
occurs in the rendezvous, the topology management constructs the routing
path from the publisher to the subscriber and signals it to the forwarding mo-
dules, which are thereby instructed how to transfer the data. The forwarding
modules are capable of caching the content traversing the network. Therefore,
the lost data can be easily obtained from the closest cache [81].
As discussed in Chapter 4 one of the main problems of Bloom filter-like for-
warding paths is the possibility to have false positive errors. Such errors might
lead to packet dissemination over incorrect links, i.e. data being received by
unforeseen nodes, and thus generating unnecessary extra traffic load into the
network. False positives can also produce undesired loops in the transmission
path, causing an infinite transfer of a packet throughout the network unless
there are safety mechanisms to stop this.
In order to diminish the possibility of false positive generation we aim at
creating a set of redundant link IDs associated to each forwarding link as des-
cribed in [117]. In addition to the regular link ID (LId), a number of link ID
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the network topology.
tags (LIT) are assigned to the LId. A set of T LITs is calculated by applying
hash functions over corresponding LId. Therefore, instead of each link being
identified with an unique link ID, a set of T different LITs will be additionally
associated. In the process of zFilter creation, such addition will enable gene-
ration of diverse candidate zFilters for the specified path. Every candidate
zFilter will be stored in a forwarding table, each containing the LIT entries of
the active link IDs. In the process of creating the zFilter the best performing
candidate with respect to probability of false positive occurrence will be selec-
ted as a final zFilter. Additionally, other network parameters can be taken into
consideration in selection of the best performing zFilter. Figure 5.3 illustrates
the creation of T different LITs associated with one LId.
In order to study the dynamic scenarios, we have varied the speed and tra-
jectories of nodes in our simulations. We have considered all the major velocity
classes for our nodes, namely nodes with walking speed and vehicular nodes
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Figure 5.3: Generation of T diverse LITs (LIT1, .., LITT ) assigned to correspon-
ding LId by using hash functions (Hi).
with both city and high-way speeds. The mobility patterns are generated ran-
domly for a given area covered by the set of base stations, in a way that ensures
handovers. The topology management keeps track of nodes’ movement in the
network by storing the nodes’ location over time. Any regularity in node’s
movements patterns such as daily repetition of the trajectory for commuting
users is used as an input for the mobility predictor module that estimates the
possible future locations for nodes. Being equipped with such a movement
database, the topology management is able to construct the backup path that
indicates the routing path towards the node on a predicted location.
During the handover phase, i.e. while the node is leaving the coverage area
of one base station and entering the new coverage area, the data is sent to both
base stations by bi-casting. This minimizes the data loss due to the handover.
The backup path creation and bi-casting is triggered upon the signal power
level, Psig, of the mobile node received by the current base station drops below
a certain level, i.e. the prediction triggering threshold. The prediction trig-
gering threshold is slightly higher than the actual handover threshold Thand,
thus, the signal dropping below this level indicates a possible transition into
the coverage area of another base station.
We can select different handover triggering threshold according to the velo-
city of mobile nodes and the type of the application. The detailed information
about the velocity of nodes and used applications is stored in the topology
management database. Our aim is to use this data available to the topology
management for setting the most suitable triggering thresholds. The benefit
of this approach is that triggering thresholds can be changed by the topology
manager or can be even learned by the system in self-organizing manner. Due
to its awareness of the movement patterns that nodes exhibit and the require-
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ments of existing applications with respect to the data transfer, the topology
management appears as the most suitable candidate for instructing the system
about the prediction triggering levels.
Based on the current network state in the simulation scenario the topology
manager sets the initial prediction triggering threshold. In order to optimize
its value, the topology management calibrates the prediction triggering thre-
shold empirically, by monitoring the system performance. During this pro-
cess the topology management acquires the knowledge about the most sui-
table prediction triggering level, Tpred, for the given scenario and stores this
information in its database. The calculation of the most likely future location
of the node is further on initiated according to such optimal triggering level.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the overall mobility prediction procedure applied in
our scenarios.
Algorithm 1 Applying the prediction in mobile scenarios
while Thand < Psig do
if Psig < Tpred then
Start the prediction process. Calculate the most likely future location of
the mobile node and bi-cast the data.
else
Operate without the triggering of prediction process.
end if
end while
Start the handover process.
We have built the system in which it is possible to avoid unreliable trig-
gering of data bi-casting if the topology management database does not give
enough input for an accurate estimation of the future positions. The desired
accuracy of the prediction algorithm can be set by the user or application. In
such a way, a certain predefined probability of the next location needs to be
satisfied prior the backup paths are created and bi-casting is initiated.
Apart from location prediction mechanisms, the topology management in-
herently utilizes the information-centric nature of the system, thus, instructing
the forwarding elements to always deliver the data from the closest source.
This implies changing the publisher from which the data is being retrieved, if
during its movement a mobile node approaches another publisher of the same
content. The topology manager thus changes the traffic flow in order to op-
timize the data delivery. We investigate the benefits of such content-oriented
topology management equipped with prediction mechanisms for nodes’ loca-
tions.
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5.4 HANDOVER IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES
When a mobile node departs from the coverage area of the base station it was
connected to, it needs to immediately establish the connection with the next
closest base station, in order to avoid the breakout of the communication in
process. Such changing of the serving base station due to the node’s mobility,
i.e. handover is considered as one of the most challenging problems in wireless
networks.
The ns-3 simulation tool does not provide any implemented mechanism
for handling handover event in WiMAX standard [141]. Therefore, we imple-
mented the handover procedure that follows WiMAX standard as a part of our
implementation work and made it to work in the context of publish-subscribe
architecture of this thesis.
The handover algorithm we applied is in general the following. Every base
station periodically informs the topology manager about the received power
level from the mobile stations in the coverage area. Upon the received power
level from mobile station drops below a certain threshold, the involved mo-
bile stations check the signal power level from other base stations in the range.
According to the measurements of received signal from neighboring base sta-
tions the mobile station selects to which base station to connect next, executes
the handover and informs the topology manager module about the performed
changes.
Consequently, the topology manager performs the corresponding opera-
tions in order to update the topology states. As we are considering the data-
driven network we are not very sensitive for small extra delay introduced by
mobile station based handovers. Furthermore, extending the concept to the
base station controlled based approach is quite trivial.
The original WiMAX model of ns-3 [142] does not allow a mobile station to
receive information from or to be associated with more than one base station.
Such a characteristic is critical in the handover procedure, since the mobile
station continuously receives information during this process in order to make
the optimal decision.
Therefore, in order to implement an efficient handover mechanism we have
modified this feature in the ns-3 core. A physical layer of an arbitrary Wi-
MAX device communicates with the physical layer of any other WiMAX de-
vice through a WiMAX channel. Such a channel is created and owned by a
base station and it is shared between the mobile stations which are connected
to it.
Since in ordinary cases the physical layer connects to only one channel from
one base station, this feature has been changed by supporting multiple chan-
nels accessible from one physical layer in order to facilitate the handover pro-
cedure. However, one of the channels is always set as the main communication
channel.
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5.5 EVALUATION RESULTS
In the following, we examine the data-centric and prediction aspects of our
model concurrently.
5.5.1 The benefit of publish-subscribe data-centric nature
The topology management regenerates the data delivery paths as the topology
changes, in order to always get the content from the closest location. As long
as the number of publishers of the same content remains on moderate level,
there is evident benefit in having the same data available at multiple locations.
However, for a large number of publishers the frequent path recalculation and
the signaling overhead due to the change of the data source poses a conside-
rable burden on the system. This can significantly diminish the benefits of the
data-centric communication. Figure 5.4 illustrates the described impact of the
number of publishers on the throughput of the system and the drawback of a
large number of publishers.
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Figure 5.4: Impact of the number of publishers on the throughput of average
user.
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5.5.2 The benefit of applied prediction algorithm
With respect to the result shown in Figure 5.4, our further elaboration of to-
pology management in a dynamic environment is focused on lower density
of publishers (up to 10) which is also more likely case in practice. In order to
understand the benefits of applied prediction model we performed a range of
tests. It is notable that the advantage of the mobility prediction functions is
strongly related to its reliability.
According to the collected user movements data, the prediction function
can guess with variable probability the next position of users. By existence of
rich record on movements or in the case of firmly settled regularities in the
mobility patterns, e.g. daily commuting between certain places, the predic-
tion utilization can give very accurate results on the locations. Thus, it will
substantially contribute to performance improvement.
On the other hand, if there is an insufficient number of movement samples
in the database or if the user does not follow any mobility pattern, the use
of the prediction function can even have negative consequences, placing an
additional load on the system by generating unneeded traffic.
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Figure 5.5: Increase in throughput due to the prediction. The speed of mobile
nodes is 100 km/h, prediction algorithm is activated at Tpred=-89 dBm.
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Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 illustrate the improvements in system
performance with respect to throughput for different accuracy levels of the
prediction function and different network setups. It can be observed that the
use of prediction, even accounting for 50% of errors in data bi-casting, can lead
to throughput improvement.
However, extremely frequent wrong guess of most likely future location
can diminish the positive effect of prediction. This brings us to the conclusion
that employing prediction is appropriate only under certain conditions and
with a guaranteed minimal accuracy. However, the high prediction rate is
indeed possible without any doubts.
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Figure 5.6: Increase in throughput due to the prediction. The speed of mobile
nodes is 50 km/h, prediction algorithm is activated at Tpred=-87 dBm.
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5.5.3 The optimization of the prediction triggering level
Furthermore, we have investigated the impact of the prediction triggering le-
vel on the performance of the prediction function. Setting the power threshold
for activating the prediction is a critical operation. This parameter affects the
quantity of signaling traffic, hence, an unsuitable triggering level can drasti-
cally reduce the benefits of prediction by causing unnecessary traffic.
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Figure 5.7: Increase in throughput due to the prediction. The speed of mobile
nodes is 10 km/h, prediction algorithm is activated at Tpred=-85 dBm.
The optimal prediction activation level depends on the current topology
and a large set of network parameters. In our scenarios the topology mana-
gement helper has information about network structure, speed and position
of mobile users and it is constantly monitoring the system performance. This
allows us to dynamically optimize the triggering thresholds.
Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 illustrate the obtained throughput for different
user speeds, for the case of an unoptimized prediction triggering threshold.
It is evident that applying highly wrong predictions can have an extremely
negative impact on the overall throughput. In fact, this can occur at such a
level that the deactivation of prediction can lead to the most optimal system
performance.
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On the other hand, for the same network setting and the speed of mobile
nodes the system shows much better performance using the optimized predic-
tion triggering threshold as illustrated in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.8: Impact of unoptimized prediction triggering threshold on the
throughput. The speed is 100 km/h. a) The triggering threshold is -85 dBm b)
The triggering threshold is -80 dBm
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Figure 5.9: Impact of unoptimized prediction triggering threshold on the
throughput. The speed is 10 km/h. a) The triggering threshold is -89 dBm
b) The triggering threshold is -80 dBm
5.6 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter we have presented a model of publish-subscribe based topology
management enriched by mobility prediction functionality. We have simula-
ted a dynamic IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) network in which all nodes communi-
cate using a publish-subscribe paradigm. The movement pattern of nodes is
tracked throughout the time and used as an input to prediction function.
Having the information about most likely future locations of nodes, the
topology management can compute the backup forwarding paths for mobile
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nodes. Such mechanism is particularly important for rapidly moving nodes,
where the forwarding paths might change very frequently. Therefore, the sys-
tem becomes more robust and more quickly responsive to sudden changes in
the positions of nodes. This diminishes the packet loss due to handover, thus,
improves the system performance.
Our evaluation work demonstrates the advantage of utilizing publish-sub-
scribe characteristics in data delivery. The throughput gain is achieved due
to the fact that the missing data is not necessarily obtained from the original
source, but it can be fetched from any publisher, or cache close to the subscri-
ber. The topology manager keeps track of all available data publishers and
creates the shortest paths to the subscribers.
Furthermore, our evaluation results demonstrate that the publish-subscribe
model equipped with intelligent location prediction can be a winning para-
digm in mobile networks. The performance can be significantly increased in
the cases where sufficient amount of network information is known by the to-
pology management. However, for the optimal performance of such a system
various parameters need to be adapted. The topology manager having the in-
formation about the network structure and node mobility appears as the most
natural candidate for performing such adaptation.
In order to further improve the considered system different caching tech-
niques can be applied. By dynamically detecting a highly popular content the
forwarding nodes in an area distant from the publisher of such information
could cache this content acting as temporary publishers and improving the
traffic distribution in the network.
The topology manager having a complete overview of the network topo-
logy can choose the suitable caching point in order to decrease the distance
from the requesting nodes and the provider of the content. The caching point
will become a new publisher for the popular content. In such a way, the data
latency can be considerably decreased, as well as the overall traffic in the net-
work, since the data will be traversing over decreased number of links.
6TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY AND NETWORK
ATTACHMENT
In this chapter we focus on the topology discovery and the procedure for joi-
ning the network in the information-centric context. We develop and ana-
lyze such a network attachment procedure in an information-centric network
utilizing the publish-subscribe paradigm for the data exchange. We aim at
using the publish-subscribe concept not only as a communication means, but
we fully exploit its characteristics for native merging of fine-grained network
operations such as topology management and network connectivity establish-
ment. Such an integration adds not only to the simplicity of the network and
efficiency of the topology information gathering, but includes the means for
handling mobility issues.
We examine the performance characteristics of the proposed solution par-
ticularly focusing on complexity and introduced message overhead. The eva-
luation results obtained from the testbed experiments show the outstanding
performance in terms of delay, while the signaling overhead remains at a very
low level.
6.1 THE MOTIVATION
Given an arbitrary node in the network the prerequisite for establishing the
communication with the rest of the nodes is to be connected with at least one
another node that can act as a bridge towards the rest of the network. The pro-
cess of attaching a new node into the network commences by setting up such
initial connectivity. Depending on the network and the protocol design the es-
tablishment of the primary connection with the network may be followed by
a sequence of additional operations before the node completely joins the net-
work. We refer to such a protocol for establishing a full network connection as
a network attachment.
We consider the network attachment as a set of operations required for initia-
lizing and maintaining the connectivity. It consists of the discovery of a new
node followed by corresponding modification of network states in order to
address the changes in network configuration. The attachment procedure can
embrace a variety of additional mechanisms, e.g. authorization and security
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Figure 6.1: An illustration of the attachment procedure in an arbitrary network.
features which are left beyond the scope of this chapter. Figure 6.1 illustrates
the attachment procedure in an arbitrary network.
The network attachment in the currently predominant IP-based networks
is handled on the data link layer and the network layer, using the common
send-receive pattern for communication bootstrapping. In this chapter we are
considering the novel approach in attachment procedure specially designed
for information-centric networks, entirely relying on data-centric type of com-
munication. Instead of send-receive primitives the connection bootstrapping
is based on the publish-subscribe paradigm [82].
In the present Internet the user interested in receiving some data initiates
the communication process by somehow retrieving the IP address of the data
source. The communication is not possible without IP address. The existing
name server (DNS) infrastructure allows the translation of names (such as
www.googla.com) to IP addresses through lookups. However, there is no ca-
pability to have a content based communications in the context of the Internet1.
Having the target IP address allows the end user to directly contact the source
in order to request the desired data. Therefore, the sender is given the power
to drive the data transfer, leaving the receiver without direct control over the
data transmission. As opposed to the standard sender-oriented communica-
tion, in the publish-subscribe context the end users only express their interest
in receiving some data by subscribing to it. On the other hand, the users de-
1In a certain sense one could consider Google itself as a content search database that allows
finding name-based links to a content that is then interpreted through DNS-lookup to a proper
IP-address. Of course, in this case a user itself is a part of the rendezvous process.
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clare their willingness to provide the data by publishing it. As an outcome,
the end users are supplied with data from the most suitable source without
knowing its identity or the address and only after explicitly expressing their
interest in receiving that particular piece of information.
Due to the advantages offered by the content-centric, publish-subscribe
type of communication, we study the possibility of building a flexible net-
work attachment procedure. As in the previous chapters we use the PURSUIT
architecture [77] as the underlying reference architecture and framework for
our work (see Section 2.3.6 for more details).
Our target is to enrich such information-centric architecture with the flexible
network attachment protocol in order to better address the possible change (fluc-
tuations) in the topology. Having a network attachment which can provide the
smooth integration of a new node in the network without affecting the usual
network functionality improves the performance of the network in dynamic
environments. Apart from the prime functionality of incorporating the new
node into the network, the information-centric nature of underlying network
offers a variety of benefits and optimization opportunities. Furthermore, uti-
lizing the hierarchical naming structure present in the PURSUIT architecture
gives us the possibility of integrating the topology management and network
attachment functionalities.
The procedure of attaching a new node to the network is tightly related to
the dissemination and collection of network knowledge. Merging it with the
naming structure of the node allows instantaneous distribution of the updates
on topology states. Such a novel approach, designing the attachment proto-
col as a helping functionality of topology management and incorporating the
naming scheme into the topology data gathering and dissemination, fully uti-
lizes the information-centric communication paradigm. As far as we are aware
of, this is the first work on information-centric network attachment that takes
the advantage of the naming scheme in order to facilitate the concurrent dis-
semination and collection of the network knowledge.
6.2 THE UNDERLYING NETWORK STRUCTURE
According to the PURSUIT architecture the information exchange is conveyed
by means of publications and subscriptions to specific data item. The infor-
mation is structured as an acyclic graph, in which the leaf vertices represent
the individual information items. In order to facilitate data dissemination and
searching mechanisms the notions of scopes and dissemination strategies are
introduced. The scoping represents the grouping of related data items into a
whole for easier data accessibility.
The scopes are defined in a way that every information item belongs to
at least one scope. Different scopes are linked together depending on their
semantic relations. The dissemination strategies dictate the exact implemen-
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Figure 6.2: The PURSUIT hierarchical data structure.
tation of a scope by restricting its visibility to particular domains. Individual
data items are denoted by the rendezvous ID (RId), which is unique in the
scope to which the data item is assigned.
The scope IDs are created in the similar manner where the given scope ID
(SId) is unique within the super-scope to which it is linked. Therefore, the RId
together with the belonging scope IDs fully and uniquely identifies the data.
Similarly, every scope is uniquely marked with its SId along with the iden-
tifiers of the scopes that it is semantically linked to. Such data structure re-
sembles the hierarchical organization of scopes and belonging sub-scopes and
information items. Figure 6.2 illustrate the described data structure. The infor-
mation item with the rendezvous ID RId3 is fully identified by the SId1/SId2/-
SId3/RId3 while the scope with the scope Id SId2 is identified by SId1/SId2. The
information items denoted by SId1/SId2/RId1 and SId1/SId2/SId3/RId1 refer to
different data, the identifier RId1 is unique for the scope it belongs to.
Topology management module represents one of the fundamental building
blocks of the information-centric architecture. Its function is to find the optimal
forwarding paths from publishers towards subscribers, with respect to cur-
rent network conditions. The common topology discovery and delivery path
formation mechanisms such as OSPF [47] can be easily implemented using
publish-subscribe pattern. Furthermore, such implementation can be applied
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in information-centric architecture [125]. Therefore, the publish-subscribe pa-
radigm is proven to be flexible enough for supporting such fine grained net-
work operations such as topology topology discovery and management.
However, in order to fully utilize the strength of publish-subscribe infor-
mation-centric model and to further demonstrate its flexibility in lower level
network operations, we aim at merging the network attachment process with
the topology discovery and intra-domain topology management. The hierar-
chical organization of the PURSUIT data structure provides the needed prere-
quisite for such integration.
Furthermore, grouping of data by means of scopes and dissemination stra-
tegies provides a powerful tool for flexible addition of new protocols. For
example, required signaling can be conveyed in a specially dedicated disse-
mination strategy and/or scope without affecting the ordinary network func-
tionality. Therefore, developing a new protocol on top of existing structure is
carried out in a straightforward manner. Following such principles, our goal
is to develop the attachment protocol by which the initialization of network
connectivity will entail the instantaneous dissemination and gathering of net-
work knowledge.
6.3 NETWORK ATTACHMENT PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION
For initial network attachment signaling and distribution of advertisements on
nodes’ presence we follow the principles similar to OSPF protocol. In order to
announce its presence each node can publish the new scope message, having
the scope ID assigned according to the node’s ID. Such publications can be
distributed using a separate strategy. By means of dissemination strategies the
data flow can be highly adapted, since the applied strategy defines the way of
realizing the main functions, i.e. rendezvous, topology, and forwarding.
The communication among the nodes prior they are attached into the net-
work, i.e. the initial bootstrapping message exchange, can be enabled by a de-
dicated strategy, e.g. ”broadcast” strategy. This type of dissemination strategy
allows nodes to communicate only with the nodes within the transmission
range, similar to broadcast type of communication. Furthermore, every new
node into the network needs to be subscribed to this strategy in order to ob-
tain needed information. During the network attachment phase, the node sub-
scribed to the ”broadcast” strategy will be able to receive the announcements
of the neighborhood nodes. Thus, the joining node will gain the knowledge
about its neighbors and existing links.
In order to distribute this information the node will publish its existence
in the form of new scope publication, where the scope ID will be composed
as neighborID/nodeID. Following such a principle, every generated scope,
representing the new node in the network, carries not only the ID of the inco-
ming node, but the information about interconnectivity and topology, as well.
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In other words, the bootstrapping of connectivity is seamlessly combined with
the topology knowledge collection and dissemination. The topology manage-
ment can collect the information about incoming nodes by subscribing to the
dedicated strategy. By these means the topology manager is constantly upda-
ted about the current network states.
Let us assume existence of only one node in the network, with the ID AA.
In order to announce its presence in the network the node publishes the scope
publication with the ID AA, using the ”broadcast” strategy. Every new node, in
order to attach to the network, needs to subscribe to this ”broadcast” strategy.
The new node with the ID BB will hear the message from the node AA and
infer that there is the link between them. Hence, the new node will announce
its presence by publishing a new scope under the ID which is the composition
of the neighbor ID and its own. Thus, in this particular case the ID AA/BB
would represent the new node (scope).
In this way such an announcement will contain not only the information
about the node’s ID, but the information about its place in the network with
respect to other nodes, as well. Such announcing procedure repeats in the
same way for each incoming node, regardless of the position in the network.
The nodes can be connected with more than one neighbor at the same time,
which would be announced by publishing the same scope under different
paths.
Finally, the topology manager will receive all messages of the type: new
scope ID AA, AA/BB, AA/DD, AA/BB/CC. Thus, based on the scope IDs it can
deduce the information about links and nodes existing in the network and
perform required changes. Announcements are normally periodic, so that the
topology manager is dynamically updated in the case that the nodes join or
leave the network. Figure 6.3 illustrates the described hierarchical name assi-
gnment in the attachment procedure.
6.3.1 Spatially and technology related naming hierarchy
Similar to the organization of the current Internet, the information-centric sys-
tems assume the network division into the operational units equivalent to ad-
ministrative domains. Although the interconnections between different net-
work domains can have a highly complex structure, the above described hie-
rarchical data organization facilitates the establishment of semantic references
among the network units. Moreover, a fine-grained partitioning within the
single domain with respect to the technology used in the sub-domains can be
easily delineated, as well.
In the context of information-centric networks every administrative do-
main is controlled by a single topology management entity. Such individual
network unit can be identified by the scope ID. Furthermore, spatially smaller
operational areas or technologically distinctive parts of a single domain (e.g.
area covered by one access point, or the area applying one particular com-
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Figure 6.3: An illustration of the use of hierarchical naming for dynamic topo-
logy discovery.
munication standard) can be denoted by separate scope IDs derived from the
parent domain scope ID. Such a generation of the scope IDs according to the
belonging scope ID can be done by utilizing various algorithms.
The individual identifiers remain statistically unique while keeping the al-
gorithmic relation with the rest of the identifiers of the belonging namespace.
Any network entity having the knowledge of the applied algorithm is able to
infer the existing relationship between the identifiers. Otherwise, the identi-
fiers appear as random and it is hard to deduce existence of a relation between
them. The most important characteristic of applying algorithmic IDs genera-
tion in naming the different parts of the single domain is in keeping the tight
naming relations between the structural pieces of the domain.
Moreover, such mapping of distinctive spatial and technological units with
hierarchical naming structure can be combined with aforementioned integra-
ted data dissemination and gathering procedure. If during the attachment pro-
cedure for each of the joining nodes, the node ID is assigned according to its
affiliation to particular spatial or technological segment of the domain, the an-
nouncement of node-existence in the network will also signal its belonging to
the specific domain.
Therefore, the procedure of network discovery attains another dimension.
Apart from the process of gathering the knowledge about existing connections,
the network attachment can concurrently provide the information regarding
the belonging area or technology and standard used. Figure 6.4 illustrates the
spatially and technologically related naming hierarchy applied for assigning
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Figure 6.4: An illustration of the spatially and technologically related naming
hierarchy for facilitating the topology data dissemination and gathering.
IDs of nodes. The identifiers of nodes can be derived from the hierarchy of
belonging Internet provider, region or protocol used.
6.3.2 Native support for mobility
The frequent changes in network topology due to the mobility of nodes can
cause a significant packet loss. The methods for handling the mobility issues
can place a considerable burden on the overall network operation. However,
the publish-subscribe communication pattern provides a firm basis for miti-
gation of mobility issues due to its data-centric characteristics. The desired
content can be retrieved from various locations, thus, the connection loss due
to mobility does not necessarily involve inability of fetching the desired data.
Moreover, efficient mobility solutions can be incorporated within network at-
tachment model described above. Given that the announcement messages
prior attaching indirectly contain the information about the neighborhood, the
modification in the location of the node due to mobility will be directly reflec-
ted in its announcements.
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By changing the position, the node’s (logical) neighborhood may change.
The moving node can come into the proximity of other nodes to which it was
not connected before. Due to our topology control design the simple subscri-
bing to the dedicated strategy during the attachment phase on the new location
will result in acquiring an updated neighborhood information. The following
announcement of node’s existence will incorporate the updated paths to the
node.
Due to the periodic nature of such announcements the topology manager
is able to notice any change in nodes position relative to the other nodes. After
the node movement the topology manager will stop receiving announcements
from the node on the old location, but the announcements from the same node
on changed position will be signaled. Thus, the topology management can
immediately perceive occurred modification in the location of the node and
change the topology states accordingly. For the correct functionality of our at-
tachment model the unique identification of the nodes is needed, since a node
attached to a new position needs to be matched with its previous location.
6.4 IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES
The hierarchical organization of the PURSUIT functional model provides the
base for utilizing the naming structure for more efficient network discovery
through the seamless integration of the topology management and network
attachment operations. Having nodes’ naming structure depicting also the
interconnectivity in the network enables instantaneous gathering of network
knowledge upon the initialization of the attachment process.
For this mode of operation the underlying architecture needs to offer the
possibility of collecting the network information prior the attachment, e.g. uti-
lizing the broadcast. Such approach allows the new-coming nodes to collect
the knowledge about the current network state, based on which the attaching
procedure, taking advantage of hierarchical naming, can be performed. In
general, the initial information gathering can be performed in different ways
depending on the underlying architecture and protocols used.
Our implementation efforts focused on building the attachment procedure
utilizing the hierarchical naming structure and entirely relying on publish-
subscribe communication pattern, regardless of the method used for initial
information gathering. Our attachment procedure signals the existence of a
new node willing to connect to the network, and handles the necessary ope-
ration for its smooth integration. Our implementation guideline is to keep the
ordinary network operation unaffected by such procedure. Furthermore, we
aim at keeping delay, complexity, and introduced signaling overhead at the
lowest possible level.
We aim at building such network attachment module as a helping functio-
nality of the existing PURSUIT intra-domain topology management [143]. All
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nodes in the network can signal to the topology manager the arrival of a new
node in the network by publishing the messages in dedicated strategy and
scope. The attachment module, as a helping module of the topology manager,
supplied with the information about new nodes triggers the set of operations
for integrating the new nodes into the network. The adequate modifications
in the topology management, as well as in the particular forwarding nodes are
required.
The topology management maintains the igraph [116] states as the graph
representation of the network. Thus, upon the arrival of the new node, the
igraph states need to be updated accordingly by adding the new vertices and
edges. After the igraph states have been changed, the forwarding nodes being
affected by this modification need to update their states correspondingly.
In the current PURSUIT implementation architecture, all nodes are deter-
mined by the set of the Click modular router elements [144]. The forwar-
ding functionality of a node is defined in the forwarding Click element. This
element maintains the forwarding states needed for proper data routing, as
a counterpart of routing tables and corresponding entries. Adding the new
node, and thus the new links, needs to be signaled to affected forwarding ele-
ments for updating their states accordingly.
Being aware of all occurred changes that the joining of a new node cau-
sed, the attachment module generates the instruction messages for changing
the forwarding states. These messages contain the information about the for-
warding states that need to be added to the existing forwarding configuration,
as an outcome of establishing new links between nodes. The messages are
published to all involved nodes using the special strategies and scopes for dis-
tribution of network notifications, to which all the nodes in the network are
constantly subscribed.
Once the involved node receives the instruction message and verifies that it
is the designated receiver, it incorporates the updates of forwarding states into
its configuration. Along with this update the network attachment procedure
is completed; the new node is integrated in the network and can perform the
data exchange by means of publications and subscriptions.
6.5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the performance of the developed network attachment
module, we executed the set of experiments in the testbed environment. The
nodes in the testbed are running the PURSUIT prototype implementation and
are connected through a local area network. Our aim was to investigate the im-
pact of attaching of a single node in terms of delay, complexity, and overhead.
Therefore, we performed the experiments by attaching the node in different
positions in the network with respect to the topology manager node [145].
We measured the delay due to the processing in igraph and in the Click
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forwarding elements. The processing in igraph is required for changing the
network graph representation by adding the new vertices and edges. The mo-
difications in the forwarding nodes are required due to the additions of the
new entries in the forwarding configuration. These forwarding changes occur
directly in the Click forwarding elements. Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7
show the obtained results. Regardless of the position in which the new node
is attaching, the processing requirements in igraph and forwarders remain the
same. The delay introduced by performing necessary modifications has the
approximately constant value regardless of the conditions under which the
new node attaches.
Increasing the distance of the attaching point with respect to the topology
manager has as a result only the increase of the messages transmission time,
as expected. The messages transmission delay is dependent on the network
setup and current state of the links and is not related to the attachment ope-
ration. Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 illustrate the delay of the overall
attachment procedure, as well. This delay is primarily dependent on the mes-
sage transmission delay, thus, the network conditions.
However, the processing delay caused by the network attachment stays
nearly constant and negligibly low (few milliseconds) regardless of the net-
work conditions and the location of the attaching node. The results are also in-
dependent of the network size. This is due to the nature of our implementation
architecture. The increase in the network size can have as a consequence only
the increase in the message transmission delay, but the actual processing time
required by attachment process remains unchanged. Furthermore, being focu-
sed on intra-domain solutions, we limited our testbed size to be at maximum
few dozens of nodes, and the results indicate that even larger intra-domains
can be handled without problems.
Another important aspect in the evaluation of the network attachment mo-
dule is an investigation of the overhead that the overall attachment procedure
introduces. In order to accomplish the attachment process the exchange of
only two messages is required. The first message signals the arrival of a new
node, which serves as a trigger for starting the attachment procedure. After
the adequate changes in the igraph have been made the second message is pu-
blished by the network attachment towards involved nodes as an instruction
for changing the forwarding states. Figure 6.8 shows the obtained results in
terms of the message overhead. The message overhead, i.e. the amount of
data generated due to the attachment, is a constant regardless of the position
of the attaching node and it includes only two above described messages.
Investigating the robustness of our system is another evaluation target. We
concentrate on the robustness against the larger attachment traffic. For this
purpose we extended the initial testbed setup and created the testing environ-
ment in which a large number of nodes are willing to join the network at the
same time. Additionally, we improved our initial protocol implementation by
optimizing the igraph related processing, making it faster and, thus, better res-
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Figure 6.5: The delay introduced by the attachment procedure. A new node is
attaching directly to the topology management node. Note: Due to the low delay
values the y-axis is given in logarithmic scale. The higher bars indicate lower delay
values.
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Figure 6.6: The delay introduced by the attachment procedure. A new node
is attaching to the node which is positioned 1 hop away from the topology
management node.
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Figure 6.7: The delay introduced by the attachment procedure. A new node
is attaching to the node which is positioned 2 hops away from the topology
management node.
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Figure 6.8: The message overhead due to the network attachment procedure.
The new node is attaching on different locations in the network with respect
to the topology manager.
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Figure 6.9: Attachment protocol delay with standard error when the number
of attaching nodes is increasing.
ponsive to the increased number of simultaneous requests. In order to better
test the robustness we augmented the burden on our testing network by ma-
king the new nodes always attaching to the same node that already exists in
the topology, i.e. all new nodes have the same attachment point.
In such a situation of high attachment demand the attachment module in
topology management, as well as the forwarding elements in involved nodes
need to handle a large number of requests, therefore, the drop in the perfor-
mance is expected. Our tests show the slight increase in the delay introduced
by overall attachment procedure as more nodes are willing to join the network,
as illustrated in Figure 6.9. Since the delay introduced by the transmission of
protocol messages stays constant due to the unchanged network conditions,
the increase in the delay is primarily caused by the protocol required proces-
sing.
In order to better understand the exact reasons of such performance we
made more detailed tests with the focus on the processing parts of the attach-
ment protocol. Such analysis have helped us understanding the bottlenecks of
proposed protocol and eventual scalability issues. Figure 6.10 shows the ob-
tained results. The delay due to the changes in the Click forwarding elements
stays nearly constant regardless of the number of attaching requests and the
node that performs the change (the attaching node or the attachment point).
On the other hand, having states processed in igraph requires additional
time as more nodes are attaching to the network. The lookup procedure for
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Figure 6.10: Attachment protocol delay (with standard error) introduced by
different processing parts while the number of attaching nodes is increasing.
finding the unallocated identifiers to be assigned to new vertices and edges,
as well as handling the graph representation of the topology, becomes more
complex with the network enlargement. Therefore, despite the performed im-
plementation optimization, a minor increase in igraph processing delay is ex-
pected. However, based on our results the additional time needed for proces-
sing in igraph does not pose a considerable burden to the system. The value
of the additional delay remains low (less than a millisecond), keeping the time
needed for entire procedure very modest and manageable even with resource
constrained systems.
6.6 INCORPORATING SERVICE DISCOVERY
Service discovery is one of the fundamental parts that is required for informa-
tion centric networking. The main role of the service discovery is in exploring
the ability of network to provide certain services. Service discovery is a part of
the resource discovery procedure, where main functionality is to find out avai-
lable resources. A large portion of work has already been carried out within
service discovery area, especially focusing on designing of new service disco-
very solutions. The taxonomy, main characteristics and performance of service
discovery protocols have been recently studied in details in [146, 147, 148, 149].
As the number of wireless mobile devices has dramatically increased over
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recent years, the importance of service discovery protocols has been growing.
The nature of wireless mobile networks characterized by high probability of
disconnections and packet loss, restricts the functionality of devices operating
in such environment. Moreover, mobile devices often have limited processing
capabilities, memory and battery resources, making the dynamic wireless net-
work even a bigger challenge. Thus, in order to optimize the performance of
such dynamic system, a flexible, rapidly responsive, and scalable service dis-
covery mechanism is necessary.
Due to its generality and flexibility, our proposed topology discovery me-
thodology can be easily incorporated with most of the resource and service
discovery strategies and protocols. The network entity responsible for mana-
ging available services and resources would only need to be subscribed to the
dedicated strategy and scope in order to obtain the relevant information. Fur-
thermore, by the means of dedicated strategy and scopes the service discovery
procedure can be highly adapted and optimized.
The service discovery mechanism can be either structured or unstructu-
red. In the structured service discovery approach the knowledge about avai-
lable services is located only at certain nodes in the network. Such nodes can
be further grouped either in centralized and decentralized way based on the
implementation of the service information distribution and the data retrieval
model. In the centralized model the responsible servers store the information
about available services. Thus, the interested users are able to retrieve such
information directly from the servers by means of subscriptions. The centrali-
zed approach for service discovery is already widely utilized by many systems
[150, 151, 152, 153, 154].
In order to increase the robustness of the system with respect to the single
point of failure the centralized placement of servers can be replaced by distri-
buted organization. Following such approach the service information is dis-
seminated over the set of responsible servers. The level of network dynamics
plays a significant role in the efficiency of such systems since it directly in-
fluences the maintenance overhead.
On the other hand, unstructured approach encounters higher service dis-
covery delays given the fact that there are no dedicated servers for storing the
service information. However, such model is more flexible in highly dynamic
environment, when the nodes are characterized by high mobility.
In order to combine the characteristics of the unstructured and structured
model in the most efficient way the hybrid models can be employed. Such
approach relies mainly on clustering [155], which brings the weak structure in
unstructured model.
Depending on the environment and the system requirements different afo-
rementioned approaches could be appropriate. Nevertheless, the implemen-
tation taking advantage of dissemination strategies and scopes can be applied
to any selected approach without loss of efficiency. Therefore, our proposed
model for service discovery fits well to a wide range of network settings and
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environments.
6.7 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter we presented a novel method and design to enable network
attachment in information-centric network. The developed framework fully
utilizes the benefits offered by the content-centric communication paradigm
by seamlessly integrating the network discovery with the topology creation
process. Such a model can be used to facilitate the dissemination of spatial
and technology specific information. The model incorporates the means for
mitigation of mobility issues, as well. Furthermore, a large set of service and
resource discovery protocols can be easily incorporated into the proposed to-
pology discovery model. This combination allows efficient reuse of resources
also for service discovery.
Our implementation of the attachment process shows excellent results in
terms of introduced processing delay and signaling overhead. The performed
experiments demonstrate that the publish-subscribe paradigm is suitable not
only for the content retrieval but also for more integral network (management)
operations, such as network discovery and topology formation. For further
evaluation of proposed model different additional features of the underlying
architecture and prototype implementation can be taken into consideration.
This thesis is one of the first ones that is considering using publish-subscribe
paradigm not only for the information dissemination, but has demonstrated
that such communication model can be used also for signaling and manage-
ment purposes.

7NETWORK CODING IN
INFORMATION-CENTRIC NETWORKS
Another important helper functionality in the context of information-centric
networks is error control and correction in data transmission. In order to be
able to recover partially corrupt messages at the subscriber’s side without re-
transmissions, a publisher can add redundant data to its message (error correc-
tion code). Upon receiving the message containing redundant data, the sub-
scriber is able to discover possible errors and to correct them. Depending on
the transmission channel and strength of the forward error correction, this me-
chanism can allow discard of back channel or ARQ-mechanisms, which can be
very useful in the context of content push through publish-subscribe networks.
Instead of considering classical error correction methods, we analyze in this
chapter the performance of network coding in information-centric networks.
We focus on two specific network coding schemes: XOR and random linear
network coding. We have simulated the use of network coding with different
topologies and traffic patterns in order to provide better understanding of net-
work coding behavior and its possible bottlenecks. As a part of our perfor-
mance evaluation we consider the latency introduced by coding and decoding
operations.
In particular, we will indicate potential drawbacks and trade-offs of net-
work coding when applied on specific topologies under specific circumstances
by monitoring the differences between XOR and random linear network co-
ding approaches. Finally, we apply network coding on the topology of exis-
ting research network Abilene [156] in order to evaluate network coding per-
formance under more realistic conditions.
7.1 SCOPE OF THE NETWORK CODING ANALYSIS
Network coding has received a lot of interest in networking community as
it shows great potential to be a generic methodology for many purposes. It
has been recently applied in a wide range of communication engineering do-
mains, e.g. in information and complexity theory, cryptography, network op-
timization, and wireless communications [157, 158, 159, 160, 161]. Network
coding has been envisioned as one possible solution to increase throughput
and enable higher data rates as compared to conventional source coding. Ad-
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ditionally, its strong potential to recover from network failures has motivated
research community to investigate more in this direction considering different
network coding schemes.
Early research has been mostly focused on analytical examination. Results
have demonstrated significant capacity gains, but most of the analyzed cases
have been based on relatively simple topologies [162]. Extending these conclu-
sions to larger networks has been done using mathematical abstractions.
Due to the broadcast nature of wireless links most of the recent attention
has been directed into applying network coding to wireless networks. The
seminal theoretical work has been followed by a more practical approach, that
was done by Katti et al. [157], with a prototype implementation that has raised
a number of interesting questions on implementation constrains.
While majority of existing work has been focused on analyzing wireless
network coding using mathematical abstractions, our goal is to evaluate net-
work coding behavior in medium-sized networks corresponding to one ad-
ministrative domain and under more realistic circumstances that we expect to
occur with the information-centric networks. We justify our selection of net-
work size based on the assumption (see also [157]), that the network coding is
not expected to bring significant benefits in the large-scale networks with high-
traffic loads and high traffic speeds. It seems that the main benefits would be
reaped in data distribution in more local area networks.
In this chapter we aim at getting clear insights on performance of network
coding in intra-domain context and possibility of applying such a mechanisms
within the publish-subscribe communication pattern. In order to get a detailed
overview of network coding benefits we initially focus on the network coding
mechanism in general, regardless of the type of the underlying network. Ha-
ving such initial input will help us in evaluating the suitability of information-
centric networks as a potential underlying platform for network coding.
Furthermore, we focus on two commonly considered network coding ap-
proaches, namely XOR and linear network coding, which appear as one of
the most promising coding schemes. We evaluate performance of these ap-
proaches under different conditions using ns-3 network simulator [135]. As
metrics we monitor a number of packets successfully decoded at the receiver
side and latency that coding/decoding process introduces, as well as the ove-
rall dependency of performance on topology and traffic patterns.
7.2 GENERAL OVERVIEW ON NETWORK CODING
Following two simple examples provide the basic idea of scenarios and net-
work coding models that we are investigating. These are given as illustrative
examples to provide adequate background for our later discussion.
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Figure 7.1: Exchange of packets without network coding.
7.2.1 XOR coding
Let us consider the classical scenario where two sides (Alice and Bob) want to
exchange a pair of packets via a router. In such a scenario 4 transmissions are
required as shown in Figure 7.1. First, Alice sends packet to the router, which
forwards it to Bob. Then Bob sends packet to the router which forwards it to
Alice.
Instead of this, XOR combination of packets is possible at the router. Both,
Alice and Bob send their packets to the router, router applies XOR operation
on them and broadcasts XORed version of the packet. After receiving the XO-
Red packet, A⊕B, both Bob and Alice are able to decode the packet sent from
the other side by applying a simple XOR operation between the received and
their own sent packet. This is illustrated in Figure 7.2. Moreover, encryption
is achieved by the fact that it is impossible to reverse the operation (decode
message) without knowing a value of one of two initial arguments.
In more complex scenario, such as one shown in Figure 7.3, a router will
have different coding possibilities, among which it could choose the one that
maximizes the number of packets delivered in one transmission. In this par-
ticular example, router having packets p1p2p3p4p5p6, etc., will combine them
before sending in a way which optimizes the decoding at receivers. For the
given example in Figure 7.3 all receivers will be able to decode missing packet,
if the router combines p1, p2, p3, and p4 together.
This leads to simple conclusion: router will maximize coding gain by ma-
king n packets combinations if all recipients already have n− 1 packets of the
same combination. In order to optimize XOR network coding gain in our im-
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Figure 7.2: Exchange of packets using network coding.
plementation, we will be following this rule, while taking other objectives into
consideration.
7.2.2 Random linear network coding
Random linear network coding approach is, in general, similar to XOR coding
with the difference that the XOR operation is replaced with linear combination
of packets. Matrix multiplication in which coefficients of linear combination
are taken from a certain finite field is applied. This provides more flexibility
in how the packets can be combined. Successful reception of information does
not depend on receiving a particular data packet but on receiving sufficient
number of independent packets.
Let M1,M2...Mn denote the original packets generated by several sources,
also called native packets [163]. The encoded packet would be a linear com-
bination of M1,M2...Mn with associated set of coefficients g1, g2, ...gn from a
finite field F which implies that it has a form of X =
∑n
i=1 giM
i. In other
words two vectors exist: first, g1, g2, ...gn -encoded vector, which is used at the
receiver side to decode the message, and second, X =
∑n
i=1 giM
i - informa-
tion vector [164], which represents the linear combination of encoded packets.
Furthermore, encoding can be performed recursively, with already encoded
packets, as shown in Figure 7.4.
In order to retrieve original message decoder has to solve the system of
m equations Xj =
∑n
i=1 g
j
iM
i using Gaussian elimination algorithm, where
unknowns areM i. This system withm equations has n unknowns, thus having
m≥n is prerequisite for decoding. Fulfilling this requirement is not a guarantee
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Figure 7.3: Maximizing coding gain by making combinations of n packets if all
receivers already have n− 1 packets of the same combination.
that the message will be decoded since some of the linear combinations might
be linearly dependent.
7.3 IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION
SCENARIOS
In our test implementation, the network coding/decoding process is inserted
on the top of the network layer of ns-3 simulator. This is an optimal placement
due to the availability of information about packet source and destination that
IP header contains, which is necessary for XOR coding/decoding. We are ex-
ploiting helper functionalities of ns-3 to build various testing topologies with
desired characteristics.
Initially, we assume that the simulated network nodes have buffers of in-
finite size for storing packets. Every node keeps track of received and sent
packets, based on which it gains knowledge about packets distribution in the
neighborhood. Hence, during coding and decoding every node relies on local
information about overall packet distribution, without contacting other nodes.
The knowledge about packet distribution in the neighborhood is of high
importance for performance optimization, since every packet combination will
not lead to successful data recovery and network coding gain. We aim at maxi-
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Figure 7.4: An example of linear network coding, where M1,M2...Mn are
source packets multicast to the receivers, and coefficients gi, ki and hi are ran-
domly chosen elements of a finite field.
mizing this gain by following the rule illustrated in Figure 7.3, only if the pos-
sibility of applying such rule exists. Therefore, each packet has to be created in
a way that every neighbor after receiving packet combination and performing
XOR operation with packets it posses, retrieves a missing packet.
This is possible only if node, receiving n packets combination, already
owns n− 1 packets of received combination. In other words, node having M
neighbors, in order to make beneficial broadcast will make M packets combi-
nations, ensuring that every neighbor already has M − 1 native packets of that
combination.
Before combining the packets to be sent, the node performs look up in its
received packets buffer finding all packets with the same identifier which were
received from M − 1 different sources. Such packets, having the same ID, but
which have been received from M − 1 different sources denote one possible
packet to be put into the final packet combination for broadcast. At the end, the
node makes all possible combinations out of packets that have M − 1 sources,
and broadcasts it.
Information about combined packets is stored in metadata of packet com-
bination to facilitate decoding process. Upon receiving the packet, the node
performs lookup in the buffer one more time to find combination of packets
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that has to be XORed with received combination in order to retrieve a missing
packet. Validity of resulting packet is checked performing the checksum over
the packet payload [165].
Our implementation of XOR coding/decoding at the sender and receiver
sides is seen as auxiliary process to common sending and receiving proce-
dures. Thus, after receiving the packet, node first checks if incoming packet
represents a packet combination. If this is not the case it performs ordinary
processing of packet like in the case that no coding/decoding mechanisms are
implemented.
On the other hand, while sending a packet, the node first checks if there
is possibility to send a packet combination based on information it has about
the packet distribution in its neighborhood. If such opportunity does not exist
it sends packets following the regular pattern. In other words, applying the
network coding in our network model is opportunistic, because it performs
coding operation when such possibility arises.
With respect to the implementation, random linear network coding ap-
pears as simpler due to the fact that node does not need to have overall know-
ledge of its surroundings, as the packets are combined probabilistically. Our
implementation of this model relies on ns-3 random number generators for
creating coefficients and selecting packets to be combined.
A node generates output packet as a linear combination of randomly cho-
sen packets from the buffer and random coefficients g1, g2, ...gn. The structure
of packet combination is recorded in the form of vector of coefficients and pa-
cket IDs and stored in the metadata of packets. Based on this information
decoding side is aware of each packet composition and performs Gaussian eli-
mination after sufficient number of combination packets of the same structure
is received (n packets with linearly independent vector of coefficients). Ove-
rhead introduced by such additional information is negligible compared to the
packet size.
Our network coding scenario resembles constant bit rate communication
between nodes. In our experiments the capacity of a point to point links is
initially set to 4.5 Mbps with the delay of 5 ms. Network topology varies based
on the number of nodes involved ranging from 25 to 121 nodes and the type
of connectivity (grid or butterfly networks).
We additionally exploit the case of randomness in building network to-
pology by applying certain probability of link existence between two nodes.
Finally, we observe network coding performance applied to realistic networks
by studying the performance in the Abilene topology. Basic traffic model re-
lies on the OnOff Application of ns-3, which switches between transmission
and idle states according to the predefined On and Off intervals. During the
On interval, CBR traffic with defined data rate of 448 Kbps and packet size
of 210 bytes is generated, while Off interval denotes no traffic. Similar to the
randomness applied in building different topologies we create random traffic
patterns by varying transmission probability of nodes in the network.
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Figure 7.5: Mean latency and standard deviation for XOR coding (butterfly
and grid networks) and no coding.
7.4 EVALUATION RESULTS
Large part of our obtained results are based on measuring network coding im-
pact in terms of packets that are additionally decoded at the receiver side com-
pared to the case without coding. We are varying data rate, packet delay, traffic
patterns, as well as the underlying topology, and monitor impact of these pa-
rameters on the overall performance. Different traffic patterns are obtained
by altering transmission probability for every node in the network. For un-
derlying topology we choose butterfly and grid networks with the number of
nodes ranging from 25 to 121, extending our observations with the random to-
pology case generated by varying connection probability between nodes. Re-
sults show that benefit of both types of network coding highly dependents on
a large set of parameters.
One of important concerns of network coding implementation is the mean
packet latency introduced by the coding and decoding. The lookup procedure
significantly adds to the overall network coding delay. Increasing the size of
packet buffers enlarges the amount of data that each node has to be aware
of and to process during the lookup procedure, leading to higher decoding
delays.
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Figure 7.6: The mean latency and standard deviation for XOR coding over
different data rates.
For XOR coding, having a relatively small number of packets P in the buf-
fer that originated from M − 1 sources, combination of M over P becomes
very large (due to P !/M !(M −P )!), and the task of finding combination which
results in benefits for all neighbors, time consuming process. On the other
hand, if the size of packet buffer is not sufficiently large the node will not have
enough information based on which it can perform beneficial coding.
Our results show that for network settings we observe latency caused by
network coding is negligible for most of the applications. The difference in
packet latency when XOR coding is applied over 36 nodes butterfly and grid
networks compared with the case of no coding is illustrated in Figure 7.5.
Results show that latency is not strongly dependent on the underlying to-
pology, but primarily varies based on the channel parameters and the data
rate. The considered topologies are well connected, thus the nodes are able to
send and receive sufficient amount of packets for successful decoding. For the
fixed channel delay, latency added by XOR coding decreases with increasing
the data rate of transmission as shown in Figure 7.6.
Evaluation of linear network coding latency and comparison with XOR co-
ding case is done by repeating the tests under the same network settings as in
the XOR case and fixing the data rate to 4.5 Mbps. Additionally, we monitor
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Figure 7.7: The mean latency and standard deviation for linear network coding
(grid and butterfly networks).
the impact of packet combination size on coding/decoding delay. Our results
show that in terms of latency linear network coding performs better compared
to XOR coding for the same channel parameters.
Lower delay occurred when we applied linear coding for data rate 4.5
Mbps and had a fixed channel delay as shown in Figure 7.7. Moreover, Fi-
gure 7.7 demonstrates influence of packet combination size on latency. For re-
latively small packet combinations, e.g. containing less than 20 packets, Gaus-
sian elimination does not introduce any noticeable additional delay due to the
increased number of native packets combined. On the other hand, number of
packets combined and underlying topology have impact on the performance
of linear network coding in terms of decoding gain. Variation of packet num-
ber in combination leads to different decoding outcome for considered topolo-
gies as illustrated in Figure 7.8.
Increasing the number of packets in the packet combination might lead to
performance degradation due to the higher complexity and longer time nee-
ded for a sufficient number of coded packets to be received. In both cases,
XOR and linear network coding results depend on packets distribution and
the number of packets each node stores in its buffer. We assume initially that
nodes have unlimited buffer capacity for collecting packets. Thus, every recei-
ved packet is stored in the buffer and potentially influences decoding outcome.
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Figure 7.8: The mean number and standard deviation of packets decoded on
each node in the case of linear network coding (grid and butterfly networks).
Based on packet buffer size at the time of coding/decoding decision net-
work coding gain varies. In order to better address packet diversity and buffer
assets’ influence on decoding outcome we compare two network cases sha-
ring the same network parameters set but differentiating in packet resources
of nodes participating in communication. For such experiments we keep the
buffer size of participating nodes unlimited.
Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10 show the difference in decoding gain due to the
buffer properties. Both, Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10 illustrate the grid networks
containing 25, 36, 49, and 64 nodes, while the node buffers of network from
Figure 7.10 contain 30% less packets than the network in Figure 7.9. Nodes
having 30% more packets stored in buffers are able to decode much less than
30% additional packets, thus the number of decoded packets on each node is
not linear function of buffer size. Nevertheless, having larger packet buffers
gives more combining opportunities to nodes and ensures higher network co-
ding gain. The shape of the decoding curve varies based on the buffer size of
the node.
Another interesting issue is to understand the relation between buffer size
and decoding gain. As the first step in our evaluation work we limited buffers
to particular size. In the case of receiving a packet after the buffer has reached
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Figure 7.9: The influence of network size and buffer size on number of packets
decoded in the case of linear network coding.
its limit, the node deletes the first enqueued packet in the buffer in order to
make space for incoming one. We start our evaluation in monitoring the in-
fluence of buffer limit to decoding gain. We examine five different buffer sizes
with 100, 150, 200, 350, and 500 packets.
Results show slight increase in the number of decoded packets due to the
increase of buffer size. Applied to the same packet combination size a larger
packet buffer does not bring significant decoding gain. Smaller packet com-
binations perform better like in the case of infinite buffers (cf. Figure 7.11).
This raises the question on the utilization of large buffers and justification of
applying them in network coding scenarios. While introducing additional pro-
cessing costs, infinite buffers do not provide fundamental enhancement of net-
work coding performance.
However, there is a significant difference in decoding gain while limiting
lookup area at the receiver’s side. If even less than 5% of available packets in
the buffer are not considered during the decoding process the decoding out-
come is heavily changed. Neglecting more than 10% of packets during the de-
coding lookup phase deteriorates network coding performance dramatically.
Hence, the decoding gain does not justify implementation of network coding
as illustrated in Figure 7.12. We observe that a relatively small number of pa-
ckets exist that heavily influence the decoding gain. This observation have
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Figure 7.10: The influence of network size and buffer size on number of pa-
ckets decoded in the case of linear network coding (30% less packets in buffers
compared to the network setting from Figure 7.9).
potentially a large impact for considering the introduction of mechanisms for
fast packet lookups with the possibility of false negatives. In any case one
should note that disregarding even few packets during decoding lookup due
to false negatives will cause poor decoding results.
The size of the network is another crucial parameter influencing the deco-
ding results. Increasing the number of nodes involved in communication is
linked with the increase of the number of decoded packets, for the same traffic
and topology parameters applied. Figure 7.13 illustrates the impact of network
size on number of packets decoded on each node for grid networks built upon
36, 64, 81, 100, and 121 nodes.
7.4.1 Random traffic and topology settings
Changing the traffic pattern so that all nodes are not active, influences ove-
rall performance of network coding in terms of decoding gain while packet
latency remains the same. Determining the certain probability for each node
to broadcast the data defines its participation in packet transmission, as well
as in the network coding process itself. In our implementation we examine re-
lation between given broadcast probability and network coding performance.
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Figure 7.11: The influence of the buffer size and combination size on the num-
ber of decoded packets in the case of linear network coding.
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Figure 7.12: The influence of limiting decoding look-up area in buffers on the
number of decoded packets in the case of linear network coding.
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Figure 7.13: The influence of network size on the number of decoded packets
in the case of linear network coding.
Figure 7.14 shows results for 90% broadcast probability (in each node). We
observe that the mean number of decoded packets is proportional to this pre-
defined probability (approximately 90% of network coding benefit compared
to the case where all nodes broadcast).
The standard deviation for the number of packets decoded is high due to
the large variations in the number of sent and received packets on the same
node as illustrated in Figure 7.14. The high positive and negative peeks of
standard deviation represent two extreme cases that may happen in random
traffic scenarios. High positive values are reached when node is not sending
packets, since it is always able to receive and decode, thus the difference bet-
ween number of received and sent packets is exactly the number of received
and decoded packets. On the other hand, the negative extreme is obtained
when the node is sending packets but it is not able to receive anything from its
neighbors since they are not involved in communication.
Setting the broadcast probability to be very low, e.g. 10% in our imple-
mentation, leads to negligibly low network coding benefit. In such a situation
there are not enough packets traversing the network in order to achieve coding
benefit.
We generate random topologies by defining probability of link existence
between nodes and monitor network coding behavior under these circum-
stances. Results are similar to the case of random traffic pattern in the sense
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Figure 7.14: Random traffic pattern, mean number and standard deviation of
decoded packets (node broadcasts with 90% probability).
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Figure 7.15: Random topology pattern, mean number and standard deviation
of decoded packets (90% probability of link existence between two nodes).
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Figure 7.16: Grid networks built upon 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100 and 121 nodes with
100% connection probability between nodes.
that network coding gain is proportional to the given link existence proba-
bility. The gain degrades dramatically and can be disregarded for low link
connectivity probabilities due to the network disconnections. Opposed to the
random traffic pattern case, the standard deviation of the number of packets
decoded is relatively small since there is no possibility for node to send neither
to receive to/from no existing links as shown in Figure 7.15.
In order to better understand the dependency of decoding benefit due to
network connectivity, we extended out analysis to larger networks and probed
the ”critical” connection probability between nodes. We chose 55% link exis-
tence probability to avoid cases of obvious network disconnections due to low
probability, i.e. we keep the network still connected as one single graph. One
should notice that the decoding gain is not anymore proportional to connec-
tion probability as it was in the case of high connection probability.
Results show that decoding curve has the same shape as for the networks
with the higher link existence probability. However, the network coding gain
is much lower due to network disconnections and nodes lacking sufficient in-
formation to perform better coding/decoding, as shown in Figure 7.16 and
Figure 7.17.
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Figure 7.17: Grid networks built upon 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100, and 121 nodes,
with 55% connection probability between nodes.
7.4.2 Abilene network use case
As a final extension of our work we study the behavior of network coding ap-
plied to the realistic topologies. We use high speed research network Abilene
[156, 166] as a test case. Abilene is 10 Gbps connected network, mainly ser-
ving for educational and research purposes. It represents a backbone network
with the goal of supporting advanced network applications and evaluation of
their performance before integration with widely used systems. Configuration
files of Abilene routers are publicly available for research purposes. Thus, the
exact topology settings of this network can be used for simulation and testing
purposes.
Our topology consists of 12 main nodes with link capacities and connec-
tions as described in Abilene backbone specifications. Network is shown in
Figure 7.18, and we will apply network coding in all communications in this
backbone network. Our aim is to use the same traffic generation parameters
as applied in topologies that we have already tested. Thus, the evaluation goal
is to find out the impact of Abilene topology on network coding performance.
Results show network coding benefit followed by large deviations in number
of packets additionally decoded as shown in Figure 7.19. Relatively poor de-
coding gain is related to the type of traffic used.
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Figure 7.18: Abilene backbone topology.
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Figure 7.19: Abilene topology. The mean number and standard deviation of
packets decoded on each router in the case of linear network coding.
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7.5 NETWORK CODING IN INFORMATION-CENTRIC NETWORKS
After the above general evaluation of network coding mechanisms we now fo-
cus on considering network coding in information-centric networks. As in the
earlier cases we consider intra-domain based information-centric networks.
This is well-justified, since as the general results have shown the network co-
ding gains will be diminishing with the increasing size of the network. Under
intra-network conditions we expect that the network coding does not expe-
rience major deterioration in performance when applied to publish-subscribe
architecture. We study in this section if this assumption is valid.
We aim at applying the network coding mechanism on opportunistic basis,
i.e. only when the network conditions necessary for obtaining performance
gain are fulfilled. Therefore, implementing the network coding as a helping
functionality of information-centric network appears an attractive solution.
According to the input collected from the set of helper functions presented wi-
thin this thesis the network coding helper function will determine the current
network state. Based on such input the conclusion upon the use of network
coding for data distribution can be made. Furthermore, the choice in terms of
the most suitable network coding techniques can be made. This proposed me-
thod is a novel and original approach, as far as we are aware of, for network
coding in the information-centric networking.
Such mode of operation can significantly improve the network performance
by applying the network coding when appropriate conditions exist. On the
other hand, this will avoid unnecessary signaling overhead by avoiding the
network coding use in the cases where the network coding is not suitable. Ho-
wever, since the network coding introduces additional delay when applied
for data distribution, such technique may not be suitable for real-time, high-
performance services. We expect it to be better suited for more delay-tolerant
data transfers, and this policy can be enforced by publish-subscribe hierarchy
if necessary.
7.6 ADDITIONAL CODING MECHANISMS
Apart from network coding, many source coding techniques have been de-
veloped for transforming messages in the form that improves the probability
of reception and successful decoding. Therefore, another important coding-
based helper function in information-centric networks can be responsible for
error control and correction in data transmission. By means of dedicated hel-
per functions it is much easier to have different channel coding and error
control mechanism in the network that can be activated at will. This is much
more flexible than fixed FEC and similar mechanisms that are implemented in
traditional networks. Usually such mechanisms can not be changed and can
be used only if all the connecting entities agree beforehand to have those ca-
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pabilities. They can be also implemented as a part of application protocol in
which case they are often inefficient and work only in end-to-end basis and
only for particular flows.
In order to be able to recover partially corrupt messages at the subscri-
ber’s side without retransmissions, publisher can add redundant data to its
message, i.e. error correction code. After receiving the message containing
redundant data, the subscriber is able to discover possible errors and to suc-
cessfully correct them. Following such a principle it is possible to omit the
use of back channel, since the probability of correct data transport without re-
transmissions increases. Let us illustrate this with a more precise example in
the following.
One of the first coding techniques applied is Reed-Solomon (Nrs, Krs) block
coding [167, 168, 169]. The main idea behind this technique is that encoder
takes Krs information symbols of mrs bits each and adds Nrs−Krs parity sym-
bols to make Nrs symbols codeword. Based on such added redundancy, the
subscriber is able to decode complete messages even if some of the symbols
are lost. In general case, a decoder can correct up to (Nrs −Krs)/2 error sym-
bols in received codeword.
The most used Reed-Solomon code is RS(255, 223). It consists of 255 code
words of 8 bits, where the number of parity symbols is 32, which implies that it
can correct up to 16 erroneous symbols. Errors can occur at the single bit in the
symbol, or at all 8 bits of it. Both of mentioned situations will be considered
as one error symbol. This means that algorithm can correct up to mrs ∗ (Nrs −
Krs)/2 erroneous bits (or in this example 8*16 bits). It can correctly decode
a symbol with the same success, either the error was caused by one bit being
corrupted or all bits in the symbol being corrupted. This gives a Reed-Solomon
code great burst-noise decoding capability, making it especially appropriate
for transmissions over wireless links.
In the information-centric space the input from different helper functions
can be utilized for the estimation of the network state and selection of the most
appropriate coding parameters. In such a way the coding functionality can be
optimized, while minimizing the unnecessary redundancy.
Another promising coding technique is based on fountain codes [170, 171].
In contrast to traditional transmission and coding techniques which chop the
message to be transmitted into parts, send each part of it separately, and wait
for acknowledgment from destination, fountain techniques send randomly all
parts of the message which is slightly extended beforehand by adding redun-
dant data. Fountain codes are rateless since the limitation in number of en-
coded packets generated from the source message does not exist, and can be
changed dynamically. Source can send as many encoded packets as is needed
for receiver to successfully recover the data.
According to the network conditions different number of encoded packets
may be sufficient for correct data reception and decoding. Such an information
can be obtained from information-centric lower-level helper functions. Never-
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theless, static determination of FEC (Forward Error Correction) mechanism
properties, e.g. code size to be used may degrade its performance due to in-
accuracy in estimation of underlying channel state. Furthermore, possible va-
riations of environment characteristics can additionally hinder the FEC opera-
tion. For example, changes in BER over time may cause inefficient bandwidth
usage due to the fixed FEC schemes applied.
Therefore, continuous subscription to lower-level information-centric hel-
per functions and receiving the constant updates on current network states
can significantly improve the error correction mechanism or even completely
bypass the aforementioned problem. In order to optimize the implementation
of error correction mechanism in information-centric networks we envision it
as a separate helper functionality. Applying the FEC helper function might re-
present the ideal way to collect the data necessary for decision on appropriate
FEC mechanism to be used.
Due to the modular nature of helper functions, there are many possibili-
ties for implementing the FEC helper functions. In a general case, a FEC hel-
per function can subscribe to data on which FEC coding needs to be applied.
Furthermore, based on current environment information it collects from res-
ponsible helper functions, it can perform suitable FEC scheme with the most
appropriate parameters. Such an operation might be especially beneficial near
wireless edges of the network to provide additional protection over lossy seg-
ments.
7.7 TRANSCODING HELPER FUNCTIONALITY
Over last years we have experienced a fast growth of the number of data for-
mats used in communication, followed by the proliferation of various electro-
nic devices that support them. Therefore, due to the need of delivering large
amount of data in different formats, applicability of various coding mecha-
nisms became highly important. Multiple coding and re-coding schemes are
performed on one data format to transform it into the structure that can be
transmitted over specific media or interpreted on specific device.
This adaptation process, called transcoding, is essential for future conti-
nued evolution of various data formats, e.g. video data format. The performed
changes can be with respect to various parameters, e.g. bit rate, resolution and
format of existing video content in order to adapt it to displaying on another
device.
In order to transform the required data in appropriate format, the overall
picture of the network characteristics is needed. For example, in transmitting
video over heterogeneous network over the links with different characteristics
and capacities selection of appropriate coding according the source properties,
only, does not always result in optimal performance. Often, the source per-
forms coding with respect to the capacity of ”the weakest” link on the route,
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sacrificing quality of video. Besides problem of channel characteristics, the
different end user devices introduce constrains due to the lack of capabilities
required for high quality video decoding and displaying. Therefore, the hel-
per functions can be applied as a mechanism for collecting the information
required for transcoding.
Dedicated helper function can monitor capacity and characteristics of links
all over the path, as well as characteristics of end user devices. According
to information it obtains it can make decision about appropriate transcoding
mechanism. Furthermore, as the number of coding/decoding standards is
constantly increasing (MPEG-2 [172], MPEG-4 [173], H.261 [174], etc.), the
need for general mechanism which performs the translation between them
becomes more evident. Due to the modularity and easy integration of helper
functions, using this mechanism as a general solution for standards translation
seems like the most flexible approach.
7.8 EVALUATION FRAMEWORK FOR INFORMATION-CENTRIC
NETWORKS
The insight about performance of the network coding applied in information-
centric network can be obtained by using different simulation tools, as it has
been presented within this thesis. However, the simulation results frequently
do not satisfy the reliability requirements. Thus in order to verify the simu-
lation results and to understand better particular implementation challenges
actual testbed and test network environment are commonly used.
Due to the increased hardware costs and setup complexity accompanied
with such an evaluation approach, the large scale experiments are difficult to
perform directly in the testbed. Therefore, a combined approach, taking ad-
vantage of testbed reliability, on one side, and the possibility for easily buil-
ding of large-scale experiments in a simulation environment, on the other
side, appears as optimal solution. These approaches are sometimes referred
as ”network-in-the-loop” or ”hardware-in-the-loop” approaches in the simu-
lation and testing community. Such approaches can be utilized not just for
helper functions testing, but for detailed, large-scale evaluation of many other
techniques in information-centric domain.
7.8.1 Testbed environment
As mentioned earlier a large part of our experimentation work is conducted
in the testbed environment. As a part of the PURSUIT project we had at our
disposal the international testbed with dozens of computers for testing the
concepts of this thesis. The common PURSUIT testbed interconnects not only
the project partners across the Europe, but is extended towards additional sites
in USA (MIT) and Japan (NICT). About 40 machines in total are connected in
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Figure 7.20: The architecture of the internal high speed testbed.
the virtual private network and run the PURSUIT prototype implementation
that can be used for our experiments.
Apart from the common PURSUIT testbed we have deployed a high speed
internal testbed for experimentation on information-centric concepts. Avoi-
ding the use of the virtual private network in our internal testbed makes the
data transfer more efficient. The testbed consists of a collection of ten power-
ful servers equipped with multi-core CPUs, 8 GB RAM memory, 320 GB disk
space, and four gigabit Ethernet network interfaces each. The connection bet-
ween the servers is established through a high performance switch of Cisco
6000-series allowing for different network topologies to be set up for the expe-
riments. For increasing the number of nodes available for the experiments the
virtualization techniques are used. In initial setup each of the servers is hos-
ting four virtual machines running the PURSUIT prototype implementation,
giving the total number of 40 machines available for testing purposes. The
number of virtual machines on each server can be further easily increased. In-
dividual virtual machines can have the role of publishers and subscribers, or
nodes associated with the network infrastructure such as forwarding nodes,
rendezvous points or topology management nodes. Figure 7.20 illustrates the
architecture of our internal high speed test network.
In order to further extend our testing platform and to more closely exa-
mine the performance of information-centric network equipped with different
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helping mechanisms, such as network coding, we aim at improving the eva-
luation platform by extending the commonly used simulation tools and in-
tegrating them with our testbed. We focus especially on adaptation of ns-3
simulator to be used within information-centric concept. Furthermore, one of
our main objectives is to keep the reality of experiments on high level.
7.8.2 Integration of simulation and testbed experiments
In order to enable the large-scale experiments by integrating the simulation
and testbed environments we have incorporated the information-centric net-
work implementation directly into ns-3 simulations. For this purpose we use
the PURSUIT project [77] prototype implementation called Blackadder [143],
which provides a full implementation of PURSUIT publish-subscribe architec-
ture.
The implementation of the Blackadder prototype is based on the Click mo-
dular router framework [175]. The Click module facilitates building of user-
defined flexible packet processing configurations. Therefore, it represents the
powerful platform for building information-centric networks. The routing in
the Click is done by using the combination of several packet processing enti-
ties called elements, where each of the elements performs predetermined ope-
ration in the packet processing chain. Based on such scheme the routing in
information-centric space is done, thus every Blackadder router is defined by
the Click graph containing the corresponding Click elements.
The integration of Blackadder with ns-3 is performed based on the Click
support in ns-3 simulator. Such ns-3 feature allows addition of the Click ele-
ments directly into the ns-3 simulations. The simulated nodes route the pa-
ckets according to the protocols defined by the set of Click elements. Figure 7.21
illustrates the protocol stack of ns-3 node with integrated Click packet proces-
sing. For designing the routing protocols the default Click elements or the user
defined ones can be utilized. This characteristic of ns3-Click feature is our
main objective in incorporating the Blackadder Click elements in ns-3 envi-
ronment.
7.8.3 Implementation objectives for building the integrated environment
In order to preserve the reality and reliability of the experiments we aim at
using the core elements of Blackadder prototype for defining the ns-3 simula-
ted nodes. Such an approach makes the behavior of simulated nodes identical
to the real Blackadder nodes deployed in the testbed. Therefore, the simula-
ted nodes have the ability of performing the ordinary Blackadder operations,
e.g. publishing and subscribing to certain information item, while the data
is transmitted over simulated links. This provides us the possibility of per-
formance evaluation of information-centric networks under conditions nearly
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Figure 7.21: Path of the protocol stack in ns-3-Click. At Layer 3 the packet is
passed to the Click and back via Ipv4L3ClickProtocol and Ipv4ClickRouting.
identical to the testbed environment, without increasing the hardware cost or
the complexity of the experiments setup.
The communication between the Blackadder applications and the core in
the prototype implementation is based on Netlink sockets. Due to the lack
of direct support for Netlink sockets in ns-3 we aim at emulating the Netlink
functionality in order to establish the connection between the Blackadder ap-
plications and the ns-3 simulator. However, such an approach experiences
certain shortcomings due to the tight connection between existing ns-3-Click
integration and IP protocol. This produces unnecessary overheads during the
exchange of events between the ns-3 applications and the Blackadder core.
Nevertheless, building the Blackadder support in the ns-3 as a stand-alone
module seems as more promising solution. Thus we have built different mo-
dules to adapt packet flows created by the Blackadder API so that those can
be used in the ns-3 and routed according to the defined Click graph. The main
functionality is provided by two modules, namely BlackadderAPI and Blackad-
derClick. The BlackadderAPI class provides the PURSUIT service model for the
applications installed on simulated nodes. Each application thereby uses a
distinct instance of this class. The BlackadderClick class is the main coordinator
for packets distribution. It communicates with the BlackadderAPI instances of
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Figure 7.22: Path of the protocol stack in ns-3-Blackadder. The BlackadderClick
module adapts the ns-3-Blackadder application packet flow to be routed by
the Blackadder Click graph.
the various applications, as well as it receives and sends packets via the net-
work devices of the node. Only one instance of BlackadderClick is created per
node. Figure 7.22 illustrates the protocol stack of ns-3 node with integrated
Blackadder packet processing. The ns-3 applications use the BlackadderAPI for
publishing and subscribing operations. Such packet flow is adapted by the Bla-
ckadderClick module in order to be recognized by the Blackadder Click graph
which defines node’s routing functionality. The integration of simulation and
our available testbed gives us the possibility to simulate hundreds and even
few thousands of nodes which allows us to study scalability and more realistic
performance within mid-size intra-domain systems.
7.8.4 Reliability of integrated environment
In order to evaluate the reliability of integrated Blackadder and ns-3 environ-
ment we performed a variety of experiments. We applied the same testing
conditions on the same scenarios in both cases, ns-3 simulations and the test-
bed. The examined network has one publisher and two subscribers which use
simple application for retrieving the data. We have carried out the experiments
in wired, as well as wireless (ad-hoc) networks. For initial experiments three
different scenarios are taken into consideration: having a single publisher and
a single subscriber (P1 → S1), a single publisher and two subscribers (P1 →
S1, S2), and a pair of a publishers and the subscribers (P1 → S1, P2 → S2).
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Figure 7.23: Comparison between real testbed and integrated simulation-
testbed experiments in wired network.
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Figure 7.24: Comparison between real testbed and integrated simulation-
testbed experiments in wireless network.
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The output from our first experiments shows the promising results in the
context of reliability of integrated simulation-testbed environment. Such re-
sults are very similar to those obtained from the realistic tests, as illustrated in
Figure 7.23 and in Figure 7.24. Thus, the reliability of integrated simulation-
testbed environment is on extremely high level, comparable with the real net-
works. Furthermore, such integration gives us the possibility for easy exten-
sion of the network size, therefore, performing the large-scale experiments wi-
thout additional hardware requirements and added complexity.
These initial experiments and confirmation of good reality and reliability
properties of integrated simulation and testbed environments give us the mo-
tivation for performing larger-scale experiments in our future work. Buil-
ding such networks is significantly facilitated due to the nature of simulation-
testbed integrated environment.
7.9 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DISCUSSIONS
In this chapter we have presented the main idea behind network coding me-
chanism while focusing our evaluation particularly on XOR and linear net-
work coding. Our results showed that combining numerous data units so that
the designated destination is able to recover them, while not escalating the
amount of data transmissions, is not a straightforward task. Performance gain
of applying network coding is highly dependent on various input parame-
ters in terms of channel properties, traffic patterns, and network topology. In
addition, possible latency and complexity issues must be taken into account
carefully when using network coding in different scenarios.
Apart from parameters and topologies that have been analyzed in this
chapter, there are many potentially interesting network settings to be investi-
gated in the future. One interesting extension would be to consider specifically
the role of wireless channel errors for the performance gains. Additionally, net-
work coding should be analyzed under different traffic conditions, and using
larger network topologies in order to get more complete picture of network
coding applicability.
The novel part of this work has been the discussion and analysis of the
network coding in information-centric networks. We have shown the poten-
tial benefits of network coding when applied as a helper functionality to allow
an opportunistic use of it under different network conditions. However, the
introduced transmission delay may be too high for real-time, low-latency ap-
plications.
Finally, we have described our simulation-cum-testbed framework and im-
plementation that has been done as a part of this thesis work to test perfor-
mance of information-centric networks. By combining the simulation and test-
bed environment we are able to preserve the high level of reality and reliability.
This approach has also allowed us to verify the simulation results against the
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actual hardware measurements in the case of a small number of nodes. The
development of the testbed has been done in the context of joint European
PURSUIT project, and provides quite unique environment for the further re-
search on information-centric networks.
8CONCLUSIONS
An obvious shift in user demands has resulted to the situation where increa-
sing number of services and protocols are departing from the strict end-point
centric communication. One of the key shifts has been that the information
retrieval and sharing has become more dominant communication paradigm
instead of end-to-end unicast flow based communications. This has caused
the model mismatch between the data-oriented nature of the communication
patterns and the end-point centric nature of the Internet architecture as it is
implemented today. As an outcome of such a mismatch the network resources
have been used in suboptimal way, and indeed many complex overlay struc-
tures are deployed at the application layer to provide better information cen-
tric frameworks.
This thesis work has focused on enhancing the information-awareness throu-
ghout the network starting from the lowest network layers. Such an approach
will provide the means for a smooth integration of additional network mecha-
nisms and will hopefully facilitate the wide-scale deployment of information-
centric concepts in the future.
The wide-scale implementation of information-centric networks and the
complete replacement of the current Internet still appears as an ambitious aim.
However, a number of significant projects in this direction have already been
initiated, resulting to new information-centric architectures offering a variety
of solutions to current Internet problems. Such architectural proposals are
being carefully evaluated with respect to different objectives. One should also
note that many information-centric approaches, like those developed as a part
of this thesis work, can be deployed as overlays or special purpose networks
without requiring completely overhaul, or replacement, of the Internet.
One of the biggest challenges of information-centric networks are in flexi-
bility and the complexity of implementations. Information-centric networks
use a similar approach as the Internet with its protocol stack and layering that
divides implementation blocks to functionally separate entities and protocols.
As we have shown in this thesis information-centric network supports also
a new paradigms for this that allows more flexibility than a traditional strict
protocol stack layering , e.g. through scopes and helper functions (modules).
The main role of such network mechanisms is to improve the network resource
utilization and to enhance the end-user experience. Hence, intrinsic support
of the envisioned mechanisms within the network core is preferred, instead of
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deploying those as an overlay implementation or a supplementary tool at the
edges nodes.
In this thesis we have explored the space of granular network design by
proposing the collection of helper functions as a set of network mechanisms
that contribute towards building and optimization of information-centric net-
works. The main focus of the research community has been on the data plane
and basic mechanisms of the information-centric networks. We have selected
to focus more on applying such principles directly in the control and mana-
gement plane of the network. First, this is important since also control and
data plane structures are required to deploy operational and efficient publish-
subscribe networks. Second, we believe that such approach adds to the flexibi-
lity of all the network while diminishing the required deployment costs. In this
thesis we have shown that the information-centric network principles can be
used in natural and efficient way to establish and implement required control
and management plane functionalities. We also investigated the potential pro-
blems of employing the helper functions in terms of introduced delay and si-
gnaling overhead.
8.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
We started this thesis by examining the benefits of the publish-subscribe pa-
radigm in general. Our simulation and analysis demonstrate that publish-
subscribe architectures have clear benefits over traditional end-point centric
communication. One of our own contributions is to show that this holds also
for wireless and dynamic environments. Such findings encouraged our further
investigation with the publish-subscribe model.
The first major goal in this work was investigation, and subsequent imple-
mentation of a helper function to enable an intra-domain topology manager
for publish-subscribe based networks. Such module collects network states
related data, and use it as an input for constructing the corresponding topo-
logy representations. This work served as a basis for the generation of data
delivery paths from the publisher to the subscriber. A set of ancillary mecha-
nisms have been additionally designed in order to improve the core operation
of topology management. In the final stage we developed a concept, where the
module collects not only link information, but also information on individual
application requirements. Such information is fed into the topology manager
and subsequent optimization based on this information enables better utiliza-
tion of network resources while satisfying application needs. The evaluation
carried out in the testbed environment demonstrates the high potential of such
model to enhance network performance and to bring quality of service (QoS)
context into networks in more natural way than in the present day Internet.
Furthermore, we have continued the development of helper functions by
addressing the issue of mobility in the context of information-centric networks.
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We designed a mobility prediction helper function with the main role of en-
abling the handover procedure using directly publish-subscribe infrastructure
itself for it. We showed that by recording the user locations over time the mo-
bility helper function is able to acquire a good prediction data and find out
regularities in the movement patterns of users. Such information can be ex-
ploited to guess the most likely future position of nodes, which will enable a
faster and more robust handover process.
Our simulation results show that by setting the appropriate network para-
meters such a mobility prediction function yields significant benefits in overall
network performance. Through the lower level helper functions the significant
amount of network knowledge can be easily collected. Hence, the decision on
the suitable network parameters in order to obtain prediction benefits is facili-
tated.
One of the key results in the thesis has been the development of an efficient
and native network attachment mechanism and procedure for information-
centric networks. The developed network attachment procedure exploits the
flexible naming scheme of the underlying information-centric network to en-
able efficient attachment that re-uses topology discovery information. The
analysis of the prototype which was tested in the testbed demonstrated ex-
cellent performance of the proposed mechanism in terms of introduced delay
and message overhead.
Final part of this thesis work considered the utilization of network coding
mechanism for enhancing the operation of information-centric network. Al-
though network coding has been studied extensively in the literature it has
received relatively little attention in the context of information-centric networ-
king. Our work focused on two types of network coding methods, namely
XOR and linear network coding.
We analyzed their performance under different network settings in the
intra-domain use to establish the base-line for our analysis for information-
centric operations. Our evaluation indicates very good performance of net-
work coding when applied under favorable circumstances. However, we em-
phasize that network coding gain can be insignificant is some other cases. We
discussed an information-centric approach, where network coding can be en-
abled at-will when favorable conditions exists. Further research is required,
however, to understand these issues more carefully, e.g. to understand better
when the network coding can provide a significant gain.
Furthermore, we have proposed new models for wide-scale evaluation of
building blocks of an information-centric network and the architecture as a
whole. In this context we have demonstrated that the integration of simulation
and testbed environments is easily achievable in the context of information-
centric networking. The developed flexible approach facilitates large-scale ex-
periments for the future research.
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8.2 CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE INFORMATION-CENTRIC
RESEARCH AREA
As mentioned most of the existing results and prototypes in the information-
centric space advocate employing the data-oriented concepts as the overlay
or as the mechanism for easier application implementation. Therefore, one of
the main questions that this thesis contributes to, is whether a data-oriented
communication paradigm can serve as an appropriate model for deployment
in the lower layers of the network stack. Our work shows that due to the high
level of flexibility of data-oriented communication a rich set of helper functio-
nalities can be provided also in the control and management plane, which can
significantly improve the network performance. Such an approach yields a po-
werful design space beyond traditional overlay techniques. It should be noted
that these helper functions can be used either for native information-centric
networks, or as helper functions in overlay networks.
Designing a full implementation architecture for information-centric networ-
king is beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, we decided to make a deeper
study, and relate prototype implementations, on selected functionalities. Thus
we chose an existing architectural framework as our reference architecture for
which we have then provided specific and demanding contributions. That
said due to our experimentation one of our main contribution is in demonstra-
ting the applicability and the benefits of the publish-subscribe communication
pattern in all spheres of network operation, and particularly we have shown
the benefits that can be gained at the control and management plane.
Apart from the helper functions proposed within this thesis, other tech-
niques and companion data structures may be developed in order to optimize
the network operation. Potential new solutions may encounter different de-
sign trade-offs, while utilizing alternative techniques for integration with the
information-centric space. We note, although we are not able to prove, that the
data-centric protocol concepts seem to be more resilient to the integration pro-
blems originated from the design mismatch than a traditional protocol stack
approach of the Internet.
We believe, and certainly hope, that our work on publish-subscribe based
helper functions becomes subject of not only the further investigation on po-
tential useful helper functions, but that it will also motivate the development
and enhancement of similar modular solutions that rely on publish-subscribe
mechanisms. The approach we have followed opens a wide avenue for further
research in the area of native support of information-centric principles.
8.3 OPEN ISSUES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Apart from the helper functionalities that have been already developed within
this thesis a large number of additional mechanisms can be, and should be
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deployed to make information-centric model more efficient and attractive ap-
proach, e.g. network management, policy management, rate adaptation, error
control, and transcoding functionalities. We have shortly discussed the main
reasons and opportunities in applying such mechanisms. Due to the flexibility
of underlying architecture the development of new helper functionalities, and
their addition even after the deployment of the networks, appear as straight-
forward tasks.
More importantly large-scale experiments should be performed to unders-
tand the scalability issues that are inevitable in realistic commercial networks.
We believe that one can use our proposed evaluation model to get a closer in-
sight on information-centric network performance on the Internet scale. The
designed hybrid software-hardware simulation approach could be a spring-
board towards large-scale experimentation. The network behavior on the inter-
domain level requires a detailed study in order to provide insights on global
deployment and sustainability of information-centric networks.
Considering the broader information-centric perspective, there is still a huge
number of open questions accompanied with architectural proposals, ranging
from the routing, naming, and addressing issues. Furthermore, the develop-
ment of suitable business models accompanied with the information-centric
networks of the future, as well as its social impact are interesting questions
that would require also interdisciplinary research.
A significant portion of work in design, implementation and deployment
of information-centric networks is already being carried out within a wide
range of dedicated projects and individual research efforts. However, main
concerns remain in the development of name-based routing schemes that can
easily scale up to the Internet scale. Further concerns include the forwarding
mechanisms and transport functions, as well as caching techniques and their
relation with congestion and error control. Finally, the security consideration
poses one of the main challenges to the information-centric network design.
Our future work will be strongly focused on detailed analysis of such pro-
blems and developing of mechanisms for their resolution.
We believe that some of the aforementioned issues can be solved or dimi-
nished by utilizing the various helper functionalities on different levels of pro-
tocol stack. The exact implementation of such helper functions requires deep
consideration of the issue and careful analysis of possible solution.
8.4 FINAL REMARKS
The evolution of the Internet is a highly interesting area of networking research
and an important topic in general. The Internet has became a prominent part
of our everyday lives, playing a crucial role in our society. Infrastructure pro-
vided by the Internet today represent the main anchor of global business and
the communication. Therefore, one of the biggest requirements that the Inter-
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net needs to satisfy is reliability. Despite the numerous claims that the Internet
operates reasonably well several issues threaten the future prosperity of the
Internet.
The work on the remedies for flaws of the Internet is an ongoing struggle
and information-centric networking is only one of the possible solutions. The
process towards the new improved architecture for the Internet will take a
long time. However, not just that the intellectual and practical challenges of
this sort of research are formidable and very interesting, but potentially, of
course, a long term impact of this research can be huge.
The work conducted within the scope of this thesis represents a small part
of this greater effort, and we have focused on understanding some of the more
specific problems in details and developing the mechanisms and proof-of-
concept prototypes for architecture improvements. As such, although these
results represent incremental steps towards the future architecture solutions,
we would dare to argue that those steps are both necessary and useful.
ANOTATIONS
In the following we list the notations used in this thesis in an alphabetical order
explaining shortly each variable. Notations used in figures to fix the ideas with
examples are not a source of ambiguity for the reader and are therefore not
listed. We list capital letters first.
Table A.1: Notation in capital Latin letters used throughout this thesis.
Symbol Meaning
Di Data blocks
F Finite field
Gi Multicast group
Hi Hash functions
Krs Number of information symbols in block coding codeword
M i Packets in the linear network coding combination
Nrs Number of symbols in block coding codeword
P Number of packets in network coding combination
Pi Publisher in the set of publishers
Psig Signal power level of the mobile node received by the current base station
PUB Set of publishers
R Radius of the coverage area of a base station
Ri Rendezvous nodes in the set of rendezvous entities
Rcv Receiver from the multicast group
RZV Set of rendezvous entities
Si Subscriber in the set of subscribers
Src1 Sender to the multicast group
Src2 Sender to the multicast group
SUB Set of subscribers
T Number of hash functions for LIT creation
Thand Handover threshold
Tpred Mobility prediction triggering threshold
X Linear combination in linear network coding
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Table A.2: Notation in small Latin letters used throughout this thesis.
Symbol Meaning
d Distance between a base station and a mobile station
gi Coefficients of a finite field
hi Coefficients of a finite field
ki Coefficients of a finite field
k′ Size of a bit vector
m Number of equations to solve linear network coding combination
m′ Number of hash functions
mrs Number of bits in symbols of block coding codeword
n Network coding packet combination size
n′ Number of data blocks
pi Packets present at a router
xB x coordinate of a base station
xM x coordinate of a mobile station
yB y coordinate of a base station
yM y coordinate of a mobile station
BABBREVIATIONS
In the following we list the acronyms used throughout this thesis in the
alphabetic order. We always list capital letters first.
3G Third Generation Mobile Telecommunications
AKA Authentication and Key Agreement Protocol
ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency
B One byte, 8 bits
BF Bloom Filter
BER Bit Error Rate
CBR Constant Bit Rate
CCN Content-Centric Networking
CDN Content Delivery Network
CHAP Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol
CIDR Classless Inter Domain Routing
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DNS Domain Name System
DONA Data-Oriented Network Architecture
EAP Extensive Authentication Protocol
EPC-CBR End-Point-Centric Constant Bit Rate
FEC Forward Error Correction
FId Forwarding Identifier
Gbps Gigabit per second
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
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I3 Internet Indirection Infrastructure
ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol
ICN Information-Centric Network
ID Identifier
IP Internet Protocol
IPsec Internet Protocol Security
IPv4 Internet Protocol version 4
IPv6 Internet Protocol version 6
Kbps Kilobit per second
LAN Local Area Network
LId Link Identifier
LIT Link Identifier Tag
LSA Link State Advertisment
Mbps Megabit per second
MId Metadata Identifier
MPEG-2 Moving Picture Experts Group Standard
MPEG-4 Moving Picture Experts Group Standard
MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching
ms milliseconds
NAT Network Address Translation
NDN Named data Networking
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
OSPF Open Shortest Path First
P2P Peer-to-Peer
PSIRP Publish-Subscribe Internet Routing Paradigm
PURSUIT Publish-Subscribe Internet Technology
RH Resolution Handlers
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RId Rendezvous Identifier
ROFL Routing Over Flat Labels
RS Reed Solomon
RSS Really Simple Syndication
SId Scope Identifier
SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol
TCP Transport Control Protocol
TLS Transport Layer Security
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
URL Uniform Resource Locator
VPN Virtual Private Network
WSN Wireless Sensor Network
WWW World Wide Web
XOR Exclusive OR operation
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